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"The Farm that Won t Wear Out."
The above is the very significant and
hopeful title of a little volume from the
p'3 liTU·
pen of Dr. Cyril G. Hopkins of the Illiv.toraey at Law,
nois College of Agriculture. Or. HopMAINE.
kins oeeds no introduction to any intel·
Vl>
a
Collections Specialty ligfDt, well read farmer, for his deep reBorn»· Β
search aud wise writings concerning the
soil have made him a great teacher on
* i'AKK.
R
that subject. The opening words of
orneye at Law,
this valuable little book present a corMAINS.
rect view of the situation, as applied to
*1Ι«ΓΤ C. Park
the two chief elements, the laud and the
ν
man who tills it.
Here they are:
"It is au old saying that any fool can
\RL S. BRIGQS,
farm and this was almost the truth when
Dentist,
farming consisted chieliy in reduoing
the fertility of the new, rich land seMAINE.
1'AKIS,
cured at practically no cost from a gento 5 p. μ. Even: y a. m
erous government.
But to restore deattention
-ment.
Special
3fc.,
depleted soils to high productive power
iren.
ifiveu
in economic systems is no fool's job, for
Telephone 14> 4
it requires mental as well as muscular
energy; and no apologies should be exNASH.
Λ
pected from those who necessarily make
use of technical terms in the discussion
of this technical subject, notwithstanding the common foolish advice that
farmers should be given a sort of "parrot"
?et, rear Maaonic Block,
instruction in almost baby language inNORWAY. stead of established facts and principles
"onnaotioi».
Telta"
iu detinite and
permanent scientific
terms.
The farmer should be as familiar with the names of the teu essential
elements of plant food as he is with the
Maine,
No<vay,
uames uf his ten nearest neighbors. Safe
aud permanent systems of soil improve
ment and preservation may come with
intelligence—never with ignorance—on
Che part of land owners."
at Metal Work,
S
There's the chit of the whole question
-1LIΝ G 3 A SPECIALTY, as to the future of every farm, wrapped
S'Et
up in that last sentence. Read it again,
please. Now how is a farmer to become
familiar with the terms applied to the
ten elements of plant food if he does
not read about them and force his mind
into a study of them?
Kight here is the big gap between the
Examined for Glasses
Ev
teacher of farm fertility, and the farmer
who :s wasting it. The truth of the
matter must come to the mind of the
farmer in certaiu terms. There are no
other words that will convey that truth.
If he becomes intelligent, capable of
mastering the problem, he must learn
the language of truTh. Without intelliof the
gence the farmer is a destroyer
S. RICHARDS.
soil and a hindrance to his own good
SOUTH PARIS. ME.
fortune. It will pay you to read about
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telling again:

"Professor Fraser was giving the results of testing some 554 cows in thirtynine herds in Illinois. Ue began with a
chart showing a man's herd who lived
but a short distance from Chicago. The
first fifteen cows of this herd shown on
the chart were, according to bis figures,
of
kept at an actual loss wbeu the value
the cow's product was compared with
the cost of their feed. Then he came to
for
cow No. 1β that made 91.11 profit
the year above the cost of teed. An old
farmer who had listened very carefully
the explanation of these figures,
to
and fairly shouted
jumped to bis feetbelieve
that a farmer
out that he didn't
waa such a fool as to keep such poor
owner of
cow·, and said that since the
that herd wai within but a short disif
tance of Chicago, he wanted to know
he waa in the audience? Professor Fraand
ser stroked bis Van Dyke beard
said: "No, he is not here this afterlie's too busy milking to attend
noon.
You see, that man
a meeting like this.
baa to milk that cow over two weeks 01
to make a nickel
more than thirty times
Of course he's not here:
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Dairyman.

Keep tbe cream separator perfectly
Undesirable germs multiply
clean.

seemed to be In somewhat the same
state of mind as I found myself.
LIumph. she said as we went up
the front steps, "I'll be glad when you
are married and settled, Molly Carter,
so the rest of this town can quiet down
Into peace once more, and I sincerely
hope every woman under flfty lu nills-

boro who is already married will stay
In that state until she reaches that
age. But I do believe it the law marched widows from grave number one to
altar number two they would pet Into
trouble and fuss along the road. But
come on In. both of you, and help me
get this marriage feast ready. If I must:
The day is goijig by on greased wheels,
and I can't let Mr. Johnson's crotchets
be neglected, A1 Bennett or no AI

Y»^^k^riTdelibonught

why

not you and Al come
lk>ng and make it a family party. «
hat is what suits Bill, the boss?
If men would Just buy good, ehai?
knives and cot out women.

£Jo

|

Vthe
"J
Sow did

S«WI.

self

to

but-my humiliation ie c°®Ple*e'

and' the

only thing

ever hold op my

that can make me

devil in her
(

by_by happily marrying Alfred
nett—and aulck!
Of course be must suspect how I feel
about him. for two people couldn't both
be so Ignorant as not to see such an
enormous thing as my love for him Is,
and 1 was the blind one. But he muet
never, never

know that I ever realized

for be is so good that It would dis
tress him. I must go on In my foolish
way with him until 1 can get away.
I'll tell him I'm sorry I was so Indignant tonight and say that 1 think It
will be One for him to take my Billy
I must smile
way from me with him.
at the idea of having my very soul am-

putated. Insist that it le the only thing
to do und pack up the little soul in a
Just
steamer trunk with the smile.
smile, that is all. Life demands smiles
from a woman, even If she must crush
their perfume from her own heart,
and she generally has them ready.
Oh. Molly. Molly! Is It for this you
came Into the world—twice to give
yourself without love? What difference does It make that your arms are
strong and white li they can't clasp
him to the softness and fragrance of
blue
your breast? Why are your eyes
of love If they are not for his

more

than Billy was

I

excited
beard
laughing,
suddenly
voices coming up the side street that
ran
Just under my west window.
Something told me that Alfred had

"Don't women know. John?" 1 managed to ask softly in memory of a like
question he had put to me across that
bread and Jam with the rose a-ilstenlng
from the dark.

What brought me to consciousness
hts fumbling with the buttons at
the waist of that blue muslin relict of
I had fastened but one,
a sentiment
and the lace had got caught on hie
was

as he let the heavy pipe
drop almost on the bare pink toes
"You can git η hammer and pound the
end sharp and bend it so no whale we
You
ketch can get away for nothing.
and Doc kin put it in your trunk 'cause
if· too long for mine, and 1 can carry
Doc's shirts and things in mine. Git
the hammer quick and I'll help you flx
it!" The pain in my breast was almost

sleeve buttons.
"Please don't button me iuto his possession," 1 laughed under his chin.
"I'm still scared to death of him. and
yon haven't bid me yet!"
"Molly." lie asked, this time with a
heaven laugh, "where could you be
more effectually hid from AI Bennett

than 1 could bear
"Lover." I said as I knelt down by

more

than in m.v arms?"
1 spout ten minutes telling Billy
what a hippopotamus really looks like
as I put him to bed. but later, much as
I should have liked to. I couldn't consunn· that horrible dinner that I had
helped prepare at the Johnson*' In the
shelter of John's arms, and I had to
Ruth Chester was there,
face Alfred
anil she faced him too.
A man that can't be happy with a
woman who Is willing to "fulfill his

him in the dim old hall and put my
around him as if to shield him
from some blow I couldn't help being
aimed at him. "you wouldn't mind
much, would you. if Just this time your
Your
Molly couldn't go with you?
father is going to take good care of
you and—and maybe bring you back to

arms

day."
"Why, Molly." he Bald, flaring his

me some

and what are your rose

Yes, I know God is very tender with
and I think be understands,
so If she crept very close to him and
caught at his «leeve to steady herself
be would be kind to her until she
a woman,

I

my breast almost as hard as he crushOur combined strength was
ed me.
terrific, dangerous to life and ribs, but

—heavenly!

exclaimed

lips for if they quench not bis thirst?

ed me with another broken dose of
love as large as be thought I could
Stand—I could have stood more!—"I
am never going to tell you how long
I have loved you. but that day you
came to me all in a flutter with AI
Bennett's letter in your hand it is going to take you a lifetime to settle for.
You were miue—and Bill's! How could

the 5 o'clock down train In- you—but women don't understand!''
stead of the 6 o'clock up, and I fair- I felt him sbudder in my arms as I
ly reeled to the window and peeped held him close. I was repaid for all
those tiresome exercées I had taken
through the shutters.
They were all In a laughing group by the strength to crush him against

prepured

astonished blue eyes at me, "'taln't
1 ain't a-going
me to be took care of!
to leave you here, for maybe a bear to
come out of a circus and eat you up,
with me and Doc gone. 'Sides, Doc
ain't no good and maybe wouldn't help
me bold the rope tight to keep the
He don't
whale from gittlng away.
know bow to do like I toll him like you

Molted.

"Peaches," he said after he had hush-

come on

around him. with Tom as master of
ceremonies, nud Ruth Chester was

ν\\
I

Peeped Through

ί

destiny" doesn't deserve to be.

the 8hutter«.

looking ap Into his face with an expression I am glad I can never forget
it killed all my regrets on the score of
bis future.
It took two good looks to take him
all In and then I must have missed
nome of him. for all In all he was so
large that be stretched your eyes to
behold blm. He's grown seven feet
tall. I don't know bow many pounds
he weighs, and I don't want anybody

to tell me.
I bad never thought enough about
evolution to know whether 1 believed
)n it and woman's Ruffrage, but I do
I know that millions of years
now.
ever

great big distinguished hippopotamus stepped out of the woods and
frightened one of my foremothers so
that she turned tail and fled through a
ago a

thicket that almost tore her limb from
Umb right into the arms of her own
I caught
mate. That's what I did.
that blue satin belt together with one
hand and ran through my garden right
aver a bed of savage tiger lilies and

flung myself Into John Moore's office,
slammed the door and backed up
against It
"And I'm
"He's come!" I gasped.

to death, with nobody but
to. Hide me, quick! He's
you to
I was that
fat and I hate him!"
cold you can get wheu fear

frightened

ruu

deadly
runs

into your very marrow and conthe blood In your arteries.

geals
*Qulck, quick!"

1

panted.

He must bave been as pale

aa

I was,

sine.

Dreamland,
people sleep for about eight

Most

hours out of the dally twenty-four.
That means they sleep one-third of
each day, or one-third of their entire
lives. And, according to many scientists, the whole time we are asleep we

dream. We do not remember most of
Indeed, we remember
these dreams.
only the very last oue before we wake
or some dream that is so vivid it wakes
In other words, for one-third of
us.
our total lives we are dwelling In
dreamland. And dreamland is a coun-

about.
A red sun in the early morning is a
bad sign, for there will be wet weathhours
er before the next twenty-four
Though the sky at sunrise
are over.
If the
may be absolutely cloudless, yet
eastern horizon Is red or orange the
clouds will roll up and rain probably
comes

Melted.
LOWLY at last I lifted the
blue muslin twenty-three Inch
waist shroud and let it slip
over my head and full sllrnfhc
ly around me. i had
neck button and was fumbling the
next one Into the buttonhole when 1

ind business suits attired in the Caesarian toga and mantle—a mise en
scene that would leave Shakepeare's
Julius Caesar at its best presentation
hopelessly in the background.—Joe
Mitchell Chappie in National Maga-

steady

LEAF TWELFTH.
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do."
very rapidly in tbe dirt and milk dregs
on along her own steep way.
that remain after the separation of a could go
"Try him, lover, and maybe he will—
And out. for
him
let
never
God.
Please.
milk.
of
mesa
1 couldn't help the
will learn to"—
It would hnrt him to have hurt met
tears that came to stop my words.
Don't turn horaes to a straw stack and
are like the miracle flowSome
days
"Now. you see. Molly, how you'd cry
expect them to get a living, keep In conthat open in the garden from planta with that kiss
dition, and with certainty escape im- ers
spot gone," he said,
1
all.
at
bloom
to
you didn't expect
paction of the bowels.
with an amused, manly, little tenderand died
lived
born,
been
have
might
ness In bis voice that I bad never
Don't drive overheated horses through
without having this one come into my heard
before, and be cuddled his Hps
a stream of cold water, and by no means
I
had
It
have
and. now that I
mine in almost the only rolunallow them to drink while tbey are in life,
against
dont know bow to write It except In
this condition.
kiss be bad given me since I had
tary
the crimson of blood, the blue of flame,
got him into his ridiculous little trousDon't administer any drug to an anithe gold of glory, and a tinge of light
ac"You can have
with
its
are
familiar
ers under bis blouses.
mal until you
1
the
part
would well expiess
most a hundred kisses every night if
tion, and exact condition of your pa- green
last
have played. But It la all over at
tient.
yon don't say no more about not a-goand—
ing and flx that whale hook for me
Don't administer medicine to tbe
the
of
was
Chester
unfolding
Rath
horse, or any other animal, through tbe
quick." he coaxed against my cheek.
1
a
and
got glimpse
the flrst hour petal,
nose, nature never intended that way.
Oh. little lover, little lover; you didn't
of a heurt of gold that I feel dumb
know what you were saying with your
Don't feed a large quantity of hay to a
with worship to think of. She's God'a
horse that is afflcted with heaves.
baby wisdom and your rust grimy litown good woman, and be made her In
tle
paddle burned the sleep place on
(five cents).
or
horse·
wheat
to
feed
Don't
barley
and perhaps
1 wish 1 could
one of his holy hours.
be'· too busy milking,
breast like a terrible white beat
my
oats
or
corn
are
a
vail
able.
when
are al
have borne her, so she me. and the from which I was
many of our fellow dairymen
powerless to dethat kind
Don't feed yoor horses when they are tenderness of her arms waa a sacrahome today too busy milking
You are mine, yoa are.
fend myself.
aside
stood
of cows to be here."
very tired, especially grain.
women
two
We
ment
Just
there is ι
you are! You are soul of my soul and
Aa sly as we may keep It,
Don' fail to bave your horaes' teeth with life's artifice· and concealments heart of my heart and spirit of my
Frn
whole lot in that Idea of Professor
and let our own hearts do the talking.
hindrance and examined once a year.
spirit and—and you ought to hare been ,
eer's. Aa a four cylinder
She said she bad come because she
farmer
Don't administer medicine on the
flee h of my flesh.
handicap to the progress of auy
I
me
with
beat
a pool
might
can
If
she
talked
that
that
felt
there is nothing
"gun shot" plan.
1 don't know bow 1 managed to an- i
It
of
the
worat
not
Alfred
is
be better able to understand
But that
cow.
water a horse soon after feeding
swer Mrs. Johnson's call from my
Don't
attach
and
affection
seen
other
bad
when be came and that she
There is no
front gate, but 1 sometimes think that
not even the luvi t him grain.
ment, known on earth,
that the Judge was very determined,
can equal tb< 1
women bave a torture proof clause In
that
woman,
idle
horses
on
foil
of
feed
Don't keep
of man for
and she thoroughly recognised his
of some fanner· U
their constitutions.
grain.
clinging adheranoe
force of character. We stopped there
cows. —Hoard'
and
8he and Aunt Bettle had Jaat com·
profitless
their poor
Don't change grain ration abruptly.
to
reed.
while I tare her the document

Dairyman.

eyes?

Dignity of Senatorial Viaiting.
There is something impressive in the
nray one senator generally calls on an>ther in the office building at Washington. A repressive dignity precludes the
îld time free and easy method of "dropping In to see Tom" or Jim or Juck
-kicking in the door nnd sitting down
on the table or desk and "smoking up"
without invitation. Today there Is a
jednte step, measured and regular, as
the senator *»ts out to call, with a
manner and bearing that at once sug
?est senatorial dignity and courtesy.
Such a bearing nnd dignity must perforce take the place of the impressive
lenatorial toga of the old days, und a
visiting dramatist (a lady, to be sure)
bas suggested that it would be most
fascinating to come to the senate on
lome holiday and tind the distinguished gentlemen who now wear tweed

will only be showery.
If the day has been very fine and
the blue sky is suddenly specked over
in the evening with little curly clouds
then look out for a change of weather.
The longer they take to form the
longer the time before the change

her mouth and the

"Go away, girl," he said In his rudest
"Don't you see I'm busy?"
manner.
I met hlra in the front ball Just in
time to prevent a hopeless scar ou my
hardwood floor. He was bot, persplr
lng and panting, but full of triumph.
*1 found it. Molly. 1 found it!" he

ue

It,

pools
questioning,

IV

on

tue END.

Foretelling the Weather.
Here are a few hints for foretelling
the following day's weather: First of
all, look at the northwest for your
However threatening the
weather.
sky may appear, if you see a bit of
blue in the northwest you won't have
a
down|>our. At the worst it

questioned myself.

curis, the laugh

■

ries sought iu vain to explore. It lies
amid wholly unexplored regions of the
human brain, regions which its possessor never saw.—New York World.

dripped

that

on my breast over my heart and
>ut my llpe to that drake tail kiss spot
iiat LhB ttempted me for I won't say
how long. Then I fled, and so did be.
1 bad about decided to barn this
oook, because 1 shan't need It any

try of more utter absurdities, more
grisly horrors, more fears, hopes, surprises and novelties than any land described by the most imaginative author. It is a land full of mystery, a
land that science has for sixty centu-

who had looked out of that mirror at
short week ago? Where were
the wings on her heels, the glint In her

me into her urrns again
for just half a second, and before I
could stop her she was gone.
She met Billy tolling up the front
Iron
step with a long piece of rusty
gaeplpe, which took off an inch of paint
of the
as it bumped uguinst the edge
and kissed the
down
bent
She
porch.
back of bis neck, which theft wus almost more than 1 could stand and ap-

parently

1

r

me one

laugh
rose and took

and that also I have-offered
him served up In e>ery
enticement and have to be re
fused at least twice a day fo
* Widow can't say she didnt under
stand what she was doing, even to her

1(ody

m ν se If

It will make vou uncomfortable."

Could this
pale, dead eyed, slim, drooping
£lrl be the rollicking child of a Molly

and
slow

..

hobble

for acting that awful way, but you
I'm
are to blame for letting me do it.
going to be your punishment for life
for not having been stern and stopped
You bad better stop me some now
me.
anyway, for if I go on loving you as
I have been for the last few minutes

It was late, very late, before Mrs
Johnson realized It and shooed me
home to get ready to go to the train
along with the brass band and all the
other welcomes.
I hurried all I could, but for long
minutes I stood In front of ray mirror

lu a busiue»ellke way .t.
j products
W
,e so nim-h kinder of them.
might have resented Pet to a marked
r .r tii use dull
tnui
weapons
degree Instead of giving her the $10
.ire out slowly? Everything and a blessing.
end Tor me tonight, and that! "I'm going quick. Molly, with that
ut a
cruel
U was a
It
between us." Ruth said as she

ncarts

tears

my surreptitious
Into 1L

book.

""Well,

amouut of bralus must have seen
1
how hard 1 was fighting for you.
feel sure I left no stone unturned.
Some of them I can already think
back and see myself tugging at and It
I'm foolish
makes me hot all over.
and always was. so I'm to be excused
nary

And from then on for hours and
hours I was strapped to a torture
wheel that turned and turned, minute
after minute, as It ground spice and
sugar and bridal meats and me relentlessly into a great suffering pulp
Could I ever In all my life have hungered for food and been able to get it
past the lump In my throat that grew
larger with the seconds? And if Alfred's pudding tasted of the salt of
dead sea fruit this evening It was from

on

"Why, Molly, you know me better
than that!" she exclaimed from behind
a perfect rose cloud of blushes.
"I know Tom better than I do you,"
I answered as she tied with the ten In
1 looked at Ruth Chester,
her hand.
and we both lungbed. It Is true that a
broader symputhy is one of the byof sorrow, and η week ago I

refuse to believe you are as stupid as
I am, and anybody with even an ordi-

Bennett!"

half drunk before G o'clock
which your Mr. Bennett
He has s|>eut Î5 paying the
comes.
negroes to polish up their Instruments
and clean up tlie uniforms, and it <-ost
him twenty-live to ball the cornetist
out of Jail for roost robbing, and It
takes a whole gallon of whisky to get
He says
any spirit Into the drummer.
tell you that as this Is your shindig you
ought at least to pay the piper. Hurry
here's the
up, he's waiting for me. and
kiss he told me to put on out left ear!"
"I suppose you delivered that kiss
straight from where he gave it to you.
Pettie. dear?" I had the spirit to say as
I went over to the desk for my pockettrain,

«.bed

organized."

going

seem
presence of grief, nnd Pet didn't
to see our red uoses. crushed dru perles
and generally damp atmosphere.
"Molly." she suld with u dellcionsly
for you to
young giggle. "Tom says
send him $10 to spend getting the

Kr

What is there about farming that
should make sucb wonderful non-conductors of the minds of very many who
follow it? The above statement of Mr.
Forbes was made in a recent address to
the Nebraska dairymen and in the same
connection be related the following incident which we believe has found place
in these columns before, but will bear

arms
Mr. Graves talking to Delia derness bad come back into bis
Hawes In front of the store an hour to let me breathe, "you have almost
me!"
flgo as 1 came out from looking at the killed
"Your I exclaimed, crowding still
blue chintz to match Pet for the west
to. "It's not
wing, and they were both so absorbed closer, or at least trying
I that am killed, and you did
they didn't even see me. That was yon, it's
want me.
what might have been called a confla- It! I know you don't really
that I'd rather you'd
can't
I
but
other
help
the
dinner
you gave
gration
with me than to do
night, Molly, In more ways than one. do the suffering
I'm so hun1 wish a spnrk had set off Benton It myself away from you.
Maybe It gry and thirsty for you that—that I
Wade and Henrietta too.
can't diet any longer!" 1 put the case
did, but Is Just taking flre slowly."
bow and got
I think It would be a good thing Just the strongest way I knew
luscious reto let Aunt Bettle blindfold every un- a swooning, maddening,
married person In this town and mar- sult
"Want you, Molly?" he almost sobry them to the first person they touch
hands with. It would" be fun for her bed, and 1 felt bis heart pounding
and then we could have peace and ap- hard next to my shoulder.
"Yes. want me!" I unswered. with
parently as much happiness as we are
to have anyway. Mrs. Johnson more spirit than breath left In me. "I
saw

™'I brass band

ThereJ.

A Long Time Learning.
Mr. Will Forbes of the U. S. Dept. of
formaAgriculture says in regard to thethat:
tion of cow testing associations
"Men bad been dairying for nearly
two thousand years before the birth of
Christ (Genesis 1S:8) and bave been
dairying now for nearly two thousand
In other words,
years since His birth.
for four thousand years nations and men
have been engaged in the industry of
dairying, yet it was only eighteen years
ago that the tiret cow testing association
was

.^

£*er'

The Question of Palatability.

his

into
demic of love In Hlllsboro, I do be- me speak, and I was melted
lieve," she continued In her usual very breast Itself.
"Molly." he snld when enough tenstrain of sentimental speculation. "I

dance as she did?
By this time 1 was In such a solution of grief that I would soon have
had to be sopped up with a sponge If
Pet hadn't run In bubbling over like
of
u lovely white linen Hud glass
Rhlue wine and seltzer. Happiness has
η hubit of not even acknowledging the

2»?

J. J8

J';1"01
Sï?

you make some sacrifice to complete
his life. Having suffered this, you will
be all the creuter woman to underI accept my own sorrow
stand him
at his hands willingly, as It gives me
the larger sympathy for his work,
though he will no longer uct-d my p*>r•onal encouragement us lie has for
this
years. In the light of his love
lesser feeling for Dr. Moore will soon
pass away, and the accord between
you will be complete." This wûs more
than I could stand, and. feeling less
than a worm. I turned my face Into
Now, who
her breast and walled.
would have thought tbnt girl could

'XZr

Wbeo you note bow some farmers cot
their bay when overripe and cure it carelessly, without any particular reference
and palatabilas to the digestive value
ity, you may know at once that those
farmers are a mile wide of the mark in
their understanding of the art of producing the most profitable forage foi
their cows. Then again when you consider bow important it is for the cow to
have her feed in a condition most easily
digested; how important it is that she
relish her feed eagerley if ahe ia to give
milk profitably and note bow little regard farmers pay to these facta in curing
their roughage, you wonder really that
tbeir cows do aa well as they do. This
matter of putting up bay so as to be
relished by the cow and as a consequence
produce the most milk is a far away
proposition with many farmers. What
they are after is to cut it when it is
woody and overripe so it will give less
trouble to cure and hike into the barn
tbey where can flatter themselves, the
cows will make good use of it.
You see they do all thia without ever
thinking or consulting the cow. They
might learn better if they would go into
the June grass pasture and note how the
cows refuse to graze where the grass is
overripe, keeping certain portions eaten
down to the roots. All this the farmer
He can't afford to
sees but heeds not.
buy bay caps to keep bia clover and alfalfa sweet and palatable for bis cows
but he can afford to lay before them
next winter a lot of half spoiled hay. If
the cows could talk, bow they would
haul some of us over the coals.—Hoard's

vows

as

Sve
c?me
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even now

"Oh. dear heart." she exclaimed as
she reached out and drew roe Into her
lovely, gracious arms, "then the privilege is all the more wonderful for you.

ise
"si

some

And

marriage

longer, for be Hays be and Billy and 1
are going to play so much golf and
tennis tbat I shall keep as thin as he
wants me to be without any more melting or freezing or starving, but perhaps he would like to read the little
red devil Do you suppose he would?

I went
Mr. JohnHe held me gently for a half second,
A,fred'8 nearest kinsman In
Hillsbopo. and. of couree, he Is to be and then with a sob which I felt rathei
than beard, be crushed me to him and
their guest while he is In town.
He 11 be feeding his eyes on Molly stopped my breath with bis lips on
I understood things then that
even **οπ he's eating my mine.
wise
Washington almond pudding with I never had before, and I felt that
10 lt>" teas*l Aunt guardian man angel take his fingers
last
Bettle, with a laugh, as I went across from mine and leave me safe at
I raised my hand and pressed it against
the street with them.
•There's golnK to be a regular epi- John's wet lasbes until be could let

she

see.

;bW

«sslng

if

Any-

you can never tell what the reaction
In this case I was
is going to be
stricken dumb and found it bard to

fwfTod

That this green stuff ration is one of
the chief things in carrying on tbe poultry business, is shown in the egg record.
in five
The Williams1 laying bens
months beginning with November last
averaged 2S, 25, 27, 27 and 30 eggs in the
epective months.
For a dry mash kept before the poultry all the time the brothers' feed a mixture of 200
pounds wheat bran, 100
pounds each of cornmeal, gluten, middThis
ling·, feed flour and meat meal.
meat meal is substituted in the summer
by >0 pounds, 10 pounds of charcoal,
Besides this oystwo pounds of salts.
tjr shells are kept before the fowls all
the time.
In the winter the water is
changed frequently, keeping tbe chill
off. Grain is given the poultry twice a
day or two parts whole corn, one part
each of wheat and oats, a quarter to
every 25 hens.
These poultry raisers believe that the
pen should be kept free from lice, but
being sprayed with a liquid of two parts
kerosene and one part carbolic acid.
Aside from raising clover and cabbage
for green stuff they raise alfalfa and
with their methods tbey are able to get
about $2 from each ben. Tbeir eggs are
shipped to Boston and their poultry sold
in local market·.—John E. Taylor in
X. E. Homestead.

In the air to

happened

place

thin wltj
nWrafhC0,D,t^butlne
of the distinguished citizen.

awfnl "let not man put asunder"-from
Mr. Carter—words were spoken over
me by Mr. Raines, the Methodist minister. It made me wild, and before I
knew it I bad poured out the whole
truth to her In a perfect cataract of
words. The truth always acts on women as some hitherto untried drug, and

îteot

dry.

have

lie
Aunt Utile's house, and for an eternity of a second
C00k Wafl foliowlD* looked at me. then suddenly heaven
be opened hi*
a
them
large basket In which ■hone from hie eyes and
one word.
were packed the things Aunt Bettle arms to me with Just
"Here?"
t0 the entertainment
m

you. do you not. that God has made
you for blm as a tribute to his greatness and It Is given to you to fulfill
a destiny?"
She was so beautiful as
she said It that I had to turn my eyes
away, but I felt as I did when those

toj.

ïnTea

high
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I feel that only
will close up the
case for the judge, even yet he may—
But when Ruth had got done with Alfred she had wiped Judge Wade's appreciation of blm completely off my
mind and destroyed it in tender words
that burned us both worse than Judy's
Are burned the letter. She did me an
ewfnlly good service.
And so you see. yon lovely woman
hadn't

my

[tan

cannot start him.—Hoard's Dairyman.

City of Rockland Bonds to net 4
V*t cent.
Κ :nford & Mexico Water Dis4 per cent Bonds—Tax exempt.
Central Maine Power Co. 5 per
cent
Bonds
Legal for Savings
Banks.
M une & New Brunswick Electrical Power Co. 5 per cent Bonds.
Cumberland County Power and
Light Co. 5 per cent Bonds and 6
pvr cent preferred stock.
Lewiston, Augusta & Waterville
R. R. 6 per cent preferred atock.
Portland Electric Co. 6 per cent
preferred stock—Legal for Savings

thing might

embanks-

Optioian.

For Sale.

walk with α bead

Judy's range and burn it up.

THOMPSON
DAVIESS

HILLS,

NORWAY, MAINE.

THE

Melting
gf Molly

etate of mind. Just as long as it continuée in a man's brain be is a mere ausome one
A little out of the way tomaton; can't move unless
touches iiim and moves bim. Such men
but it pays to walk.
bave no power of initiative, the power to
ahead ou their own account backed
G»nS, WATCHES, CLOCKS go their own stock of knowledge.
by
AMD JEWELRY.
Such men never see the possibilities
w uii Hobbs' Variety Store, Nwrway, Me.
of betterment. Uope is very weak and
fear very strong in their make up. Paul,
the apostle, spoke of the "prisoners of
hope;" these men do more, they have
hope imprisoned. How true it ie that
improvement in farming is a "state of
mind." Put a man in a right state of
ewelerand Graduate
rniDd and you cannot atop bim. Let
him be in a wrong state of mind and you

Lowest Prices in Oxford Gouty.

\ suppose It was dishonorable, but 1
Γη»
needed ber protection from it
glad she had the strength of mind to

derful ecooomiee effected on the farm in
—
different ways by uae of natural asphalt
in various forme it may well cause you
to run back in your thought, trying to
trace the origin of this important yet
teeming mysterious substauce whioh has
made itself really indispensable to the
modern aggressive farmer.
Natural asphalt is found in various deposits in different parts of the world.
Those in Fgypt having been used by the
Ancients io nearly the form they found
it, to waterproof walls and as an embalming substance to preserve the bodies of their dead, which bas kept the
By
mummies of Egypt to the present day.
Tbe Dead Sea, as well as the waters
MARIA
of Cuba have yielded natural asphalt,
and various deposits have been found in
veins in this and other countries, but tbe
most remarkable deposit because of its
combined uniformity, largeness of ares,
Copyright. 1012, by lb· Bobbaand apparently inexhaustible supply, is
Merrlll Company
tbe Lake of Trinidad.
Prom this source is secured moat of
the natural asphalt used for modern
commercial purposes.
LEAF ELEVENTH.
The multiplication of uses, to which it
A H»«rt of Gold.
has been found that natural asphalt is
particularly adapted, have extended
F there la a contagiona thlng
most helpfully to the farm.
in this world It Is
Io the form of prepared roofing it
mcnt I never
makes a covering of positive and lasting
worse in ell my life
waterproof qualities, and has tbe added tt. shame that .wept »v<«m.
advantage of being in each form that
any haudy man abont the farm can apply it to any of tbe buildings.
Then the asphalt prepared in tbe form exactly what I had been .aylne: toMm
of cement is invaluable for rendering
what. and how 1 had said It
damp-proof the walls of cellars, dairy- stood perfectly still, shook all over like
houses, concrete floors or any similar
wondered If I would ever te
surface.
to raise myeyea from the 8™u„d
does
find
we
that
asphalt paint
Again
A dlxzy. nauseated feeling fo
invaluable work in protecting all kinds
up to me against myself, and 1
of iron and steel-work such as fences,
lost about to torn on my heels and
girders and the like, from rust and all
him. I hoped forever, when he
corroding influences.
And in yet another form, as a woodover and laid bla band on my
preserver, natural asphalt effects almost
incalculable savings.
he said In a voice that might
Fence-posts dipped and impregnated have come down from heaven on dove
to
last
it
be
made
with
can
indefinitely.
can't for a moment feel or
The same can be said of planks or lum- .logs -you
and appre
ber of any kind which are likely to be think that I don't realize
yon have been to
used in damp places. In fact natural
asphalt has come to be relied upon for erless little chap. and for life
anywhere— vours at command, as he la.
thorough waterproofing
above ground or below.
Natural asphalt is one of the most
potent agents the farmer of to day can a little while right now. and 1 still
employ to help bim reduce tbe upkeep think It is best, but not unless you con
expense of the farm, and should be welYou shall have him back: whencomed and usedjby the intelligent farmever you «re ready for him. and at all
er for every possible purpose that it can
teti.be and 1 are at yonr
be put to, because of its unmistakable
Just
to the whole of our kingdoms.
value.
tblnk tbe matter over, won't von. and
Poultry Thrive on Clover.
4«|de what yoo want melοdor
It is generally admitted that there is
Something In me died f<
very little use in raising poultry if green
think, when he spoke to me like that
stuff is not given tbe heos as well as tbe
men. and there
chickens. C. M. and Roger Williams of He's not like other
Somerset county. Me., have proved by aren't any other men on earth but hlm
experience with 350 bens that the best All the rest lire Just bugs or bats or
kind of green stuff for the poultry the sometMns
Α»» "· «
year round is clover and cabbage.
no excuse »«
thine myself
They endeavor to raise several crops my living, and ! wish 1 wasn
and
hens
Tbe
of clover each year.
and likely to go on doinp
chickens are allowed to feed upon the healthy
was not Id n.
clover throughout the summer and un- it was all over, and there
··
me to live for. and
til the snow comet*. They plan to harvest enough clover when not too tall to •ould atop myself 1 buried my face in
have as a winter ration. This is sun
cured and placed in the barn ready to be
me to go with Mm on
put into the yards in the winter for the this awful whale hunt!" 1 «obbed out
hens to feed upon. Tbe bens will inmyself with th. .bought
variably eat it up clean though it may be

among them set the example. They
made no true mental study of principles.
Consequently would not know a principle if they met it in the road, unless a
neighbor in whom they had confidence
told them what it was.

expert Watch-

with

things.—Hoard's Dairyman.

The Possibilities of Betterment.
A wise old farmer friend of ours who
has stayed very close to the soil all his
life, yet has seized every better Idea he
could get hold of, says this in a recent
letter:
"You would start hundreds more on
the way of belter farming if only they
could see how to begin and carry out
You may think it
the new ideas.
strange but I tell yon that when a man
has kept his mind in the old rut all his
life, it is going to be mighty hard work
to get him out of it and started on another track until he can see farther into
what it all means. It is fear that keeps
most of ue back. We are afraid there is
We
a trap in the pathway somewhere.
have but little confidence even in those
are making money by the
we can see
better ideas. There is no pull like the
pull of an old habit. If you could drop
these doubtin on the farm of some of
lug ones some day and stay long enough
to get them faced the right way, they
would go on and make their owu head
way. But to the plain common farmer,
your advice, though he may halt believe
it true, still he cannot see just how he is
going to get started."
We have no doubt whatever of the
truth of what our friend eays. indeed
We have Been
we know it to be true.
whole communities changed over io the
character of the cattle they kept, but it
was done a man at a time and by the
power of example and not by precept.
But right there lay their great weakness.
Let something else come up just as important as the breed of their cows, and

37 Western ife., Sont! Pans, Maine.
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Then we came over here, and John
had the most beautiful time persuading
Aunt Adeline how a good man like Mr.
Carter would want hie young widow to
be taken care of by being married to a
safe friend of his Instead of being
flighty and having folks wondering
whom she would marry.
"You know yourself how hard a time
a beautiful young widow bas. Mrs.
Henderson," he said in the tone of
voice that always makes his patients
glad to take bis worst doses. He got
bis blessing and me—with a warning.
A lovely night wind H blowing across

my garden and bringing me congratulations from all my flower family.
Flowers are a part of love and the
wooing of it, and they understand. I
am waiting for the light to go out behind the tall trees over which the

is stealthily sinking. He promised me to put It out right away, and
Pin watching the glow that marks the
place where my own two men creatures are going to rest with my heart
In full song.
He needs rest, he 1b so very tired
and worn. He confessed It as I stood
on the step above him tonight after
be had taken his own good night from
When he exme ont on the porch.
moon

to me how his agony over me
for all these months had kept blm
walking the floor night after night, not
knowing that I was waiting for the

plained

light to go out 1 Rave myself a eweetthat I am going to say a prayer
1
for the last thing before 1 sleep.
ness

pressed
bis cheek down uguiuat Billy's sleep

took bis bead in my arms und

will fall before ulghtfull.
Evening red and morning gray,
Two sure sign» of ono »lne day.

ENERGY OF RADIUM.
On· Ton of It Would Equal In Power
1,500,000 Ton· of Coal.

If one could utilize the energy of a
ton of radium through a space of thirty years It would be sufficient to drive
a ship of 15.000 tone, with engin»·» of
15.000 horsepower, 'at a rate of fifteen
knots throughout the whole thirty
yenrs. To do this 1,500,000 tons of coul

actually required, says the Chicago
Tribune
These are not fanciful figures, for the
energy Is there, though, as a matter of
fact, It is unlikely that man will ever
produce much more than half an
ounce of radium a year.
Still, the fact Is important for this
reason—that science is convinced that
the radium in radium bromide Is not
the only element which possesses this
marvelous store of energy, but that the
calcium in gypsum and the sodium In
are

salt contain also this energy
conteut.
The evidence of tho wonderful atomic
energies in the common eleineiits of
everyday material Is rapidly accumulating. and scientists are of the opinion
that perhaps these same discoveries
may in time alter the whole future of
common

the human race.

Th· World'· Gypsiea.
The gypsies have passed under a variety of names, arising either from
'heir supposed original country or the
alllngs and characteristics of the race.
The old English Egyptian, the Spanish
Qitana and the Magyar Pharas uepek
(Pharaoh's people) all point to au
Egyptian origin. The Scandinavian
Tatare identities them with the Mon-

golian hordes which terrorized early
Europe, while the French Bohemian
luggests yet another country as their
cradle.
As to the names bestowed by their
supposed character, the Arab boldly

■-alls them hamuli (a villain), the
Dutchman heydeus, or heathens, and
the Persian takes his name from their
-otnplexiou and dulis them karachi. or
iwarthy. A charter of William the
Lion, as early as the twelfth century,
mentious their Scotch name of tinklers,
which is commonly supposed to be a

corruption of tinker, although possibly
the substitution of "t" for "z" has produced this form of the Italian ziugaro,
one of the most widespread of gypsy

appellations.-Loudou Spectator.

Th· Moth and the Candle.
It is not because the moth is lightnearted. heedless and utterly frivolous,
is we have always been told, that It
plunges headlong into the tlame, but
because of the way that Its body is
constructed, says Kaempffert. the well
known student of physical silence.
There are two

symmetrical points,

ex-

the moth's
body—namely, its eyes. If the rajs of
light modify the chemical conditions
of one side more than the other then
the moth's power of movement is af-

actly alike chemically,

on

fected. There is a stronger muscular
tension on oue side than on the other,
and the moth is forced to move toward
the source of light. If, however, one
of the eyes is removed the chemical
eymmetery is destroyed ond instead
of plunging into the tlame it moves
ibout In a circle. There are other aul-

mals and iusects besides the motli
which are hopelessly in the grip of
light. If a snail Is placed between a
white wall and a black wall the unequal lighting forces it to crawl in a
circle.—Chicago Tribune.
The Symbolic Κ ey.
Art, music aud poetry have I» all
arts,
iges bec-η considered the polite
but what hi art without the proper
t>ortrayal of the dress of the aye that
It seeks to represent? What Is music
that does not bring inspiration from

Tennyson's Last Hour·.
Dr. G. II. R. Dabbs was the medithe
cal attendant on Tennyson J u ring
beletter's last illness, a few hours
docfore tbe end the poet turned to til'»
the masters of the past who were
The do<-f,e.
(n the power to give us
tor and said "Death?"'
of ulcn and ideals of whom
merely bowed bis head. "That's weh/),
said Tennyson. Dr. Dnblts has left on the only lusting impression can l>e
record a picture of tbe concluding gained by the form our itu.i ^nations
scene.
"Nothing," lie writes, "could five to them? And our imagina tic'is
* * On the
*
clothe them in robes in which their
have been more striking.
Hood- creators sent them out on their errands
marble.
breathing
of
a
bed ligure
ed and bathed in tbe light of tbe full jf giving the world higher ideals. Then
win- what is poetry but thought clothed in
moon streaming through the oriel
what side
dow; his hand clasping the Shake- words? No matter from
asked for but re- clewed, the (Igure of s|>eech of clothbad
be
which
speare
encently and which he bad kept by him ing is the symbolic key that gives
realms, and
to tbe end; tbe moonlight, tbe majes- trance to these higher
not clothes themtic figure as he lay there, 'drawing therefore why should
of the garments
thicker breath,' irresistibly brought to selves touch the hem
Ar- of the arts, with which they are so
our minds his own 'Passing of
closely in touch?—American Tailor aud
thur.' "
Cutter.

8outh African Lame SickneM.

An

investigation

of tbe South Afrl-

disease kuown as lamziekte, or
lamo sickness, suggests that It is due
to a special plant poison that is generated under abnormal conditions in
ean

are norgrasses or other plants that
mally harmless. Its development seems
to be associated with unusual weather
and soil experiences, of which summer
drought Is Important. Through such
conditions wilting would favor the for-

mation of tbe poison, and this gives
explanation for the common belief that
tbe disease results from eating wilted
Dlanta.

The Australian Appetite.
An Australian paper gives some surprising statistics of whut the average
Australian eats. Apparently he has
the best appetite, If not the best diges-

tion, of any human being on the planlie eiits every year 204 pounds of
et.
meat, which works out at an average
of two sluep ami oue-tlfth of a bullock for every man. woman and baby
lie eats more than
In Australasia.
twice

much meat as the average

as

Englishman, three times as much us
the average Frenchman and four times

much as the average (ierman or
Ile eats, in addition, about
Swiss.
three-quarters hundredthree and
weight of η-heat, two and a half hundredweight of potato*?* and almost one
hundredweight of sugar, if be is α
Tasiminlan he eats α quarter of a ton

as

A Slight Blemish.
"Yes." eald Mrs. Mulligan, who was
having a chat with two friends, "me
husband's a wonderful man. He can
Sure. Mrs. Morlarty,
mend clocks.
didn't he mend your cuckoo clock so

that It kapes beautiful time now?"
"That be did. Mrs. Mulligan." replied
Mrs. Morlarty; "he mended It all right.
It's only got one single fault now—It
'oos* before It 'cucks!'"—London Tele-

graph.

The Equator In Africa.
At the equator in Africa there are
only two seasons—the wet and the dry.
The former lasts eight months. During the rains the natives live in bouses
made principally of bamboo and roofed
with leaves, but as soon as tbe rains

•top they set out for the forests and

Jungles.

of potatoes in a year.

Title·.

"That is a remarkably distinguished
family of yours."
"Yes," replied Mr. Mildman. "My
wife is president of several societies.
My eldest son Is a captain in the Salvation Array and his brother is an of-

ficer lu the boy scouts."
"And is there no special distinction
for youV"
I'm the only person in tbe
"Yes.
bouse who Is addressed as plain 'mister.' "—Washington Star.
A

Writ·· 8ome Good Thing·.

Chlorlnda—How can you dream of
marrying a man who writes such awfully stupid love letters? Marigold—
But just think, dear-be can write the
most beautiful checks, and that's tbe
main thing, you know, after one's mar-

ried.—Judge.

M isu nderstanding.
Distressed Damsel-Ob, sir, catch
He wanted to kiss me!
that man!
Pensive Pedestrian-That'i all right
ïhere'll be another one along In a

minute.—Purple Cow.

One· I· Enough.
Proh
They say lightning never
strikes twice In the same place. Kohn
Louisville
—Well, what's the use?
Times.

Vanished Shrine,

"What of your trip abroad?"
"My wife was deeply disappointed
in one thing. She visited Shakespeare's
home ail

"Well?"

right"

"But she also wanted to pay a visit
to the tub of Diogenes."—Kansas City

Journal.

"Pop."

Tip

to Sleep Walker·,

"Yes, try son."
"I know the reason why

people walk

to their sleep."
"Yon do? Why Is ΗΓ
"Becaujie their feet don't go to sleep."

-Yonkem Statesman.

—

Great

greater

men
men.

exist that there may be

A Case In Point.
"Some things are better left unsaid."

the wise guy.
"Sure." agreed tbe simple mag: "ev-

quoted

demonery breech of promise suit
strate* that"-Philadelphia Record.

to
Fmfdaaft Hnerta doee not teem
Bora.
Beddlelâ.
In "bluffing"
Bethel.
Wut Pari·.
tare been very aacceeafal
state department. Be
Mrs. Alton Amea o( South Puis bu
In GUead, Aug. 18, to the wife of Ahrah Bry- mr grape-jalce
Sunday morning Rev. Mr. Satpben of
Mr. and Mra. Frank Welcome of WalYork politic·
been the guest of her aliter, Μη. J. F. ant, a daughter.
ween baae-ball and New
than, Mua., are at W. W. Dunham's. Cleveland, Ohio, preached a powerful
a war juat
ire really could not follow
Their son Artbui* came there early io ■ermon at the Congregational Church Packard, recently.
Mr. Winchester Cary of Spokane,
low anyway.
THE DOINGS OF THE WEEK IN ALL the leaeon.
and Mia· Lovewell of New Tork renMirrM.
Waah., la visiting bla father and slater,
Mia· Julia Brook la visiting her cou· dered two solos moat charmingly.
la emSECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
Rev. Ur. Shlppen, formerly of And· Mra. H. M. Heald. Mr. Cary
ISSUED TUESDAYS.
ala, Mra. Levi S h odd.
Wanted.
a
The annual mealing of the North Parla over, Maaa., «pent a few daya In Bethel ployed by telephone oompany.
baa
Carlbon
Mr. W. C. Spauldlng of
under
here
la
who
Mrs.
with
at Tbe Beecbea for balat
(he
maid
held
was
Shlppen,
Chamber
Cemetery Aaaociution
Paris HDL
been here and returned home Tueeday,
South Paris, Maine, September 2, 1913
at once to
oemeterj August 22. Arthur Abbott oare of Dr. Gehrlng.
ance of aeaaon.
Apply
Mr.
hla
Benjaof
brother,
accompanied by
Harold Chandler la apending part
Joseph B. Cole and crew completed vu cboaen caretaker. It waa alao voted
several
BEECHES,
will
THE
who
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THE OXFORD BEARS.

Prompt Attention Qiven

Ζ. L. MERCHANT & CO.
Successors to S*. Β. and Ζ. S. Prince

and George Blair of Detroit, Mich. The
officers have a good description of tbe
third man and are after bim. Besides
the goods taken with the men, as enu
merated above, they have told where the
remainder of the plunder is hidden.
New

Summer Visitor.

BIG BI LL MOOSE FBO 14 TUE
WOODS MAKES HIS
AN

OXFORD

NORTHERN

APPEARANCE

COUNTY

SUMMER

AT
RE-

SORT.

It can no longer be truthfully said that
there are do Bull Moose at Taris Hill.
We've seen the "critter I" Not the political "Bull Moose" but the real thiug.
Whether he wag around looking up his
namesakes, or wished to indulge in the
sports of the Paris Hill Country Club, or
had just drifted off his circuit was not
ascertained; but he called on us and was
a bik.' fellow as a half dozen perfectly
sano and sober citizens can testify under
oath.
It was last Tuesday morning at about
seven o'clock when several residents of
the village of Paris Hill who had started
out in the direction of South Paris discovered a very large Bull Moose in one
of the tielde west of the highway on the
edge of the village. The animal did
not appear frightened, even when
^
tomobile came along, and the occu^5ô„·
of tbe car were given iu opportunity to
look him over for about ten minutes
He is described as about as big as a
iaige work horse with very large spread
Ing antlers and a handsome animal to
look at. After satisfying his curiosity
regarding the visitors he trotted easily
off into the lot west of Hillside C'eme
terv and was last seen traveling in a
southwesterly direction back of the
apple storage house in U. H. Ueald's or-

chards.

It is also learned that the same animal made hi* appearance earlier i« the
morning on the farm of Sewell Rowe,
about a mile south-vast of Paris Hill,
coming near the buildings, where he
was seen by >«everal people
Coming from the Kowe farm to the
point where he was seen by the Paris
Hill people he must bave crossed at or
very near the south end of the new Paris
Uill golf links, thus giviug some weight
to the suggestion that he had a sporting
disposition and a curiosity to see bow
the game was played.
His mooseship was evidently informed
exhibas to the Maine game laws tor he
ited uo fear of losing his life at this season.
Come again, please, after November tirst.
John's Letter.
JOHN ATTENDS FIKI.D DAT AND TAKES
A PKOGKKSSIV Ε AUTO KIDK.

Cu minings.
Music for the "Pop

Concert"

in

the

furnished by Miss Nellie
Jackson of South Paris, the Misses Marion Haskell, violinist aud Kuth Cumuiiugs, accompanist, of Norway, and

evening

was

Mrs. Olive Lunt of Paris liill.
The receipts were above three
dred dollars.

hun-

Mason.

Wesley Wheeler and ft party from
Bethel was in town by auto one day last

week.

Dr. J. A. Twaddle

sheep recently.
Wallace

was

Blanchard,

in town
wife

buying

and

Mrs.

Blanchard'* mother, Mrs. Ward, of Newark, N. J., came Monday for their annual vacation at Camp Blaucbard.

Quite likely you know what is meant
Mills visited at
Mr. and Mrs. E.
by a "red letter day." That is just Maurice Tyler's Sunday.
what dawned upon Turner Center on
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. McKei>zie attended
Saturday, the lt>th. It was called Turn- the dance at Hunt Corner Saturday
No matter
er
Grange "Field Day."
night
whichever name is used, it was a day to
Ralph Cushing spent the week-end
be remembered long and favorably, with- with his
sister, Mrs. Aaron Kennison of
out a slip or a break, with nothing to Portland.
mar the pleasure of the hundreds who
Miss Rosa Tyler is working for Walgathered there. The home-grown voices lace Blanchard.
on
a
seemed
to
be
music
that made
par
D. W. Cushing bought some cord

with the imported voices and both and
all were above criticism. I suppose the
words get tangled up in tbe music so
that It is difficult for ears that bave been
in constant use for seventy-tlve years to
fully understand, to find and separate
them from tbe music. For some reason
words that are sung are more obscure
than words that are spoken, if tbe speaker makes use of tbe organs of speech in
the way that nature intended them to be
used. The three speakers had learned
And so our old
the trick thoroughly.
and time-worn ears caught every word.
It was all straight talk and no circumlocution, no beating around in the bushes,
nothing obscure and loug drawn out.
One of the speakers was from yonr
town and he spoke on tbe public utility
bill, something that we bad not fully understood. We do now, i\nd shall know
We unhow ta vote understanding^.
derstand that he is enrollec among the
progressives. Whether we are enrolled
or not, we all believe, or ought to believe, in progression, for it is the policy
and we
or the politics of Heaven here,
suspect hereafter. We can understand
no other satisfactory outcome of it all.
Ooe thing we do know, that Mr.
Wheeler gave ne a progressive ride in his
comfortable auto. He caught ne, a poor
wayfareing man, scuffing along wearily
in the dust, did a little trick with his
machine that brought it to a standstill
and said: "Shall I have the honor?" I
had the honor, also tbe ride. He is all
right and a very pleasant gentleman. I
told him of three in your town whom 1
have known for years and hold in high
esteem and, as tirst impressions abide
John.
with me, shall add a fourth.

wood of Maurice Tyler recently which
he intends to ship.
John Anderson was in town recently.

North Buckfleld.
Mrs. Julia Bard of Lynn, Mass., is
visiting her brother, C. B. Keene.
Mr. and Mr*. Lewis Abbott of North
Paris are visiting relatives lo the place.
Mrs. Jennie Heald and Mrs. Nash
spent the day with Mrs. Heald'· mother,
Mrs. Lydia Varney in Sumner recently.
Mrs. Isabel! Swallow visited her sister,
Mrs. L. A. Keene, and brother, Oscar
Turner, at East Sumner last weçk.
Holrnan Monk is at bis mother's, Mrs.
F. £. Heald'a. He is in poor health. HU
many friends here hope for his speedy

served.
E. D. Stilwell is at the C. M. G. Hospital for treatment. He is accompanied
by Mrs. Stilwell, and Edward Is staying
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Patch.
Harry Patch visited his sister at Berlin a day or two last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred R. Penley attended
the alumni meeting and ball of Norway
High school Wednesday.
Mrs.
Harry Patch entertained her
brother and niece from Norwsy a part of
last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Maxwell and children of
Canada bave been recent guests of Mrs.
Maxwell'a sister, Mrs. Percy Maybew.
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Ridlon were at
Buckfield Wednesday.
have returned
Frank Hill's family
from Camp Evergreen, Locke's Mills.

H. K. Stearns and Mr. and Mrs. Viv
ian Bearce are at home from a week a
Mr. Stearns' camp at Rangeley.
William Atwood is moving into Ε. M
Glover's rent which has been repaire<
for him.
The new concrete walks on the acad
emy grounds have just beea finished
the money for the walks was a gif
from tbe graduating class of 1913.
Mrs. E. S. Dunham is having a new pi
;«zza built on the south side of the house
Mr. Dunham is constantly making im
provements on hia house.
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Bacbelder Haw
Ices of Boston were with Miss Tripp ove

ing

Sunday.

Tbe Z. L. Packard W. R. C. will

fashions.

Made from fashionable materials, correctly and dis-

tinctly tailored
we are

prepared

sound.
which ice cream and cake will be served
Tuesday morning the temperature
Norman and Albert Richardson ar
was s few degrees above freezing point
Norway Lake.
cutting the grass In tbe cemetery.
while in some other localities
On August 2Stb the tenth annual reFloyd Pbilbrick has begun to mak 3 here,
everything perishable by frost was killunion of the Norway Lake School occur- apple barrel*.
tbe afternoon snotber shower
red. It was an ideal day.
Meetings of
Apples in this vicinity are not plenty ed; during not a down
pour, yet far
passed over,
friends and schoolmates
many old
better than none; so let us not despise
Bethel.
West
memories
of
back
days gone by
brought
the day of small things.
I know the land· are lit
and all had a pleasant time.
With all the autumn blaze of Goldenrod,
The widow Cobb of Deering haa come
Messrs. Arthur Manser and Jack
Ami everywhere the Purple Aetere nod
up again to stop awhile with Mra. A. S.
Stone of Burlington and Newport, Vt.,
And bend and and wave and flit.
n*»swtlr α
—Helen Hunt Jackson.
came here the 2Sth to visit their uncle,
For tome reason Ernest Brooks did
Albert Xewhall.
not buy the Elijah Libby place a· be inMany of the Hummer gueste in this
"September—dreams are In the sound—
tended, and bis housekeeper bas gone
Dreams In the warm and yellow ground,
vicinity have returned to their city
Dreams In the ripening leaves of trees,
back to stop for tbo present with ber
UUIUOB.
And In the drone of lazy beea,
people.
And In the haze upon tne hills,
We attended the grove meeting SuuOxford.
And In the sleepy meadow rills;
Dreams In the soft frult-acented air,
day, and a finer day could not bave been
A Urge delegation from the T. A.
That wafts away the lightest care;
if made to order; beard good speaking,
Roberts Post and Corps went, by invitaDreams full of whispers In the corn
good music, both vocal and instrumentMr.
That
tbe
home
of
to
on
heaps the stubble newly shorn."
AVednesday
tion,
al; tbe latter played by a young lady on
and Mrs. William Martin at Pidgin Hill.
a violin, wbicb was quite a novelty. Tbe
The basket dinner, with coffee and
Dog day· end next Friday.
only disappointment to mention was not
cream, which were provided by Mr. and
The month of fair· has come.
to see k J tor Forbes and wife there, so
Mrs. Uartin, was much enjoyed. After
ban
or
wer3
kiiied
All tender plants
as to congratulate them verbally on
dinner remarks by Comrade W. W. An- bitten
front
Monday night.
by
their new and novel undertaking.
drews and Comrade Charles Sanborn,
Elbert R. Briggs made a business tri
Traveling on foot seemed well nigb a
relating tbeir Gettysburg experiences, to Bethel Hill Wednesday.
lost art for a while, but is now being
v»ere listened to with much interest.
Mrs. Harry N. Mills of Qorham, Ν. H
practised again and are glad to see it.
Tbie was followed by Comrade Martin visited W. Dexter Mill· and wife las
Our three grand girls started on an outing
reading of a poem written by Comrade week.
Wednesday to Locke's Mill·, a distance
Twitcbell of Bethel which received much
Mrs. Sherman Cummings spent lae
of four miles, on foot, and it is expected
applause. It is an ideal spot for a pic- week with ber parents, Mr. and Mn that in due
time tbey will return feeling
nic, the ample lawn with shade trees, William Adams in Albany.
all the better for their visit and the novthe beautiful view from tbe hill and the
The light showers Tuesday and Wed el
way tbey took to get there.
warm hearted hospitality and hearty
nesday came just one day too late t
Our post card shower Tuesday namwelcome from the family made the day
wa *
off
the
frost, which
keep
bered 13; all were fine and well adapted
one of pleasure and one long to be requite heavy.
and we thank our
to the occasion,
membered. Mrs. Uanscom, president of
Mrs. Lucinda E. Bean, Miss Cora J
friends who sent them for their kind retbe Corps, proposed a vote of thanks, Mason and Pauline of South Paris, vieil
membrance.
which met with a hearty response. Tbe ed relatives here last week.
party was conveyed by Llewellyn Smith
of
Brockton
Farwell
Mrs. Anna Maria
*
East Bethel.
at very liberal rates.
Mess., is visiting her brother, Gilbert Έ
John Howe visited Portland and Old
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Elder of Boston,
wife.
and
Mills,
Orchard tbe first of tbe week.
who have been visiting relatives here,
Mrs. Frank L. Goodnow of Gorbam
Urban Bartlett and Freeborn Bean vishave returned home.
Ν. H., visited George Goodnow an<
ited Portland by Sunday excursion.
Kev. Mr. Mackay's brother is visiting wife last week.
Miss Florence Nutting of Washburn,
him.
The Blanchard family of Newark, Ν
Me has been a reoent guest of Porter
Kev. Henry King visited his cousin,
,
and
are
noi
town
arrived
in
Tuesday
J.,
Farweil and family.
Mrs. Nellie Hawkes.
in their sommer cottage in Mason.
Miss Agnes Howe of Waltham, Mass.,
Miss M. I. Corning, who has spent tbe
rain fell quite copiously on th 9
Friday
was a recent guest of relatives here.
summer abroad, is at Higbtields.
long parched earth and vegetation, bu t
O. A. Armttage of Lawrence, Mass., is
small brooks and many old wells are drj
the guest of Mrs. Lucetta Bean.
Bryant's Pood.
and water still scarce.
Miss Rilla Bartlett has been called to
Miss Jane Davis was stricken with a
Mr. end Mrs. Louis G. Whitten an ]
tbe severe illness of
shock Thursday morning at tbe home of four
Mr. and Mrs. H. W Litchfield, Me., by
daughters,
Dana Dudley and is in a very weak con- Dennison and three children and Mie i ber uncle, Isaac Lapbam.
dition.
Ada Farwell will leave town this wee] c
Albany.
The freeze of Monday night made bav- for
Âuburn, Indiana.
The
oc in some fielde of sweet corn.
Prayer meeting at the new school
will
and
the company
North Waterford.
houee Sunday night. A house full.
crop ia very late
Miss
Alta
hardly be able to obtain much corn until
Cummings is teaching
Silas Stearns bas purchased a Reo au
well along into September.
school in the the new school bonae, this
tomobile.
Tbe ladies of South Woodstock have
is her first term and we all wish her
Frank Charles has a new anto.
organized a Willing Workers1 Society,
good luck.
A. B. Cooper, who spent his threi
which meets twice a month at the dif- weeks' vacation at Meadow View Farm
The school at the town honse has comferent homes. Tbe president is Mrs. returned to hie home in
Milton, Mass, menced, the same teacher that taught
Ethel Wood.
last summer, and her sister teaches at
last week Wednesday.
There will be services at tbe UniverSongo and both board at W. I. BeckJohn McAllister has been visited b;
salist Cbnrcb Sept. 7th at the usual hour. bis
sister, Mrs. Lulu Eaton and son Eii lar's.
Sermon by Rev. C. G. Miller.
Sbirlie Haselton, daughter Madle, and
from Massachusetts.
gene
Mr. Samuel Proat, who was a member
sister Ida were at John Wheeler's SunFrank Moore of New York has bee
of tbe old 23d Me., will return to Togu·
visiting his mother, Mrs. Charles Cheev day.
next week. Mr. Frost was for several
C. O. Becklar is working on the road.
er.
blacksmith
at
North
Woodstock.
years a
Calvin and Rowe Cummings helped last
James Brown and two ladiee stayed a
Mrs. Flora J. Cole and aon bave moved the
week.
Playhouse a few days this week.
from the James M. Day tenement to
M. C. and Willie Bird, Geo. Cummings
George Abbott bas been peddlin
house.
M.
Estes'
and Arthur Andrew· are drawing box
Barry
lamb.
Mrs. Edith Bryant will move this week
Sidney Hatch and family are visitin boards to Bethel for Eben E. Barber.
from the tenement over the Dudley store, at Jesse Littlefleld's and Mrs. E. J
T. T. Cole bas returned from Oxford
which is to be occupied by Carl C. Dudto tbe Hunt honse to keep old bacbelot's
Paige1·.
ball for an indefinite time.
ley.
The matron of tbe Thayer Home at
Austin Hutohinson, a driver of 25
Wilson'a Mille.
Atlanta, Ua., Miss S. E. Abbott, was In
years1 experience, has gone this week to
A party of Masons came up the 17th
town Thursday.
Auburn witb a drove of cattle. He aaya
On the day of their arrival they wen
this make* bim just 25 years in succesnew lake to Naeon'· cam{
the
across
Lovell.
West
sion that be has driven, and now be
a social gathering ο
evening
Tuesday
thinks be will retire from the business
Mr. V. H. McAllister has a hen which the Masonic
fraternity was held at th when be
laid an egg 6 3-8 by 7 3-4 inches and
gets back from Auburn. He
refreshments were serve
hall,
Grange
bought several head of Abel Andrews
weighed six ounces.
at the close of the meeting.
and
Dexter A. Cummings.
Ernest Hatch with a crew of men is
Friday the K. P. ball at Erroi calle
Mrs. Nanoy Andrew· seems about the
at work on R. R. McAllister's cottage.
out a number of couple; among thei
as for tbe past few months, but
same
of
Ν.
Is
visMarcua Horr
Y.,
Albany,
were Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Hart, Mr. an
not able to entertain much company.
itiog bis sister, Mrs. Fred Stearns.
Mrs. C. I. Wilson, Mr. and Mrs. Azi
"Tbe apple crop ia a failure witb me
Miss Arabella Heald has been quite
Wilson and Miss Mildred Wilson. Leo
this year" is the ory heard all along.
sick with a cold.
Bennett went two trips with his autc
Low ground orops are badly killed
Irving Bowley has moved his goods to and PeteDerry came from Errol for sei
here by frost, although Hunt1· Hill esA. Lord's.
eral parties with his auto.

New

caped.

Eaat Waterforfl.

The vlaltora at J. E. Mclntlre's returned home Monday.
Mias Helen M. Sanderson is at ber
father's for a abort vialt.
Will Brown is very poorly and unable
to work.
Mrs. Hattie Merrill went to Ipawlob,
Maas., Monday to at«y for a time witb
ber
W. L. Johnson, and family.
Work oo tbe new state road la pro-

from $10 to

Mrs. R. E. Pinkbam spent
and Sunday at Peak'a Island.

Occasionally

one
aummer

hear·

Saturday

vain

regret·

being nearly over.
"fair time," and then
then Christmas, and
then It'· time to get the automobile out
and "look her over" a little for next
aeason.
And then come· town meeting.
Let's bave some better road· next year.
What do yon say?
about tbe

Have

forgotten
Thanksgiving, and
we

$7

from

$30.

$30.

to

Dresses

Serge

New Silk Waists
New Silks and Dress Goods
In fact

new

arrivals in all lines

constantly

are

in.

Wash Goods
The Small lots of

;

wash goods that

summer

we

have left put in at clean-up prices·
PRINTED LAWNS mostly light colors regular

goods, priced

10c

yard.

5 cents per

COLORED FIGURED DRESS MUSLINS pretty
patterns 28 inches wide value 1 cents now 7 cents per yd.

RATINE SILK STRIPE VOILES and CORDS.

that

were

22c, 25c and 29c,

priced

15c per

yard.

cents per

yard.

A MISCELLANEOUS LOT OF WASH GOODS.
values up to 15 cents put in at

RIPPLETTES and PLISSE

17c and

quality

20c

now

15c per

the 15c

yard.

q'i.diiv

nr,

This week Friday will be the last Friday afternoon that our store will be closed this summer.

MAINE

NORWAY,

Mr.

W<}gt Paris, Me., Aug. 2,13.

Randall

Wipe f/jtafoff{fie Sfate

0. Porter,
Norway, Maine.

Dear Mr. Porter:—I wish at this
time to thank you for your prompt
delivery of Furniture and the way
Your
it was set up in my home.
business will surely increase with
the kind treatment with which you
serve your customers.
We will need more Home Furnishings this fall and you bet your life
your store will be where we shall
come.
Again thanking you, I wish
to remain,
Yours

*Yhatsame

money in

weYScr/jk

wùu/cî

Very Truly,

sefjqou

or*
Paris and

Vicinity

ausmess

tip m

Dear Friends of
:

Norway, a complete
Furnishings and at the

our two stores in

line of Home
lowest prices. When YOU are in town,
whether in need of anything in our line
YOU are welcome ; it
or not, come in.
is no trouble to show goods. At this
time I wish to thank you, one and all,
for your past patronage and solicit your

many

vast an ammount of money.

so

We pay *2 per cent interest

robes very

duster.

cheap.

to

SOUTH

buy

James N. Favor,
91

Main

St.,

a

bargain

with

a

SWEATERS

The

Norway, Main·.

Children!

For

For Ladies!

For Men!

PROP. OF TH1 TUCK BP
HARNI888TOHB.

MAINE.

PARIS.

BLUE STORES-—

lap
in

COMPANY,

TRUST

PARIS

Robes and Dusters

Now is the time

check account.

BRANCH BANK AT BUCKFIELD, MAINE.

Norway, Aug. 14th, 1Θ13.

Marked Down

on

Savings Department Connected

Very Truly,
RANDALL 0. PORTER.

I shall close out my line of Summer dusters and

with US.

banking

Uo YOUR

future,

Summer Lap

nro-^r·

EXTKAVAGAXCH is one of those insidious
habits that creep upon us and takes away our
HOllS US ot a commoney, waists our time, and
Those small sums that we
fortable old age.
fritter away from week to week, would look
from now in the
very handsome a ïew years
bank. After you have started a hank account,
to deny yoursclt
you will find it is no sacrifice
of the useless pleasures that really eut u,

This letter explains why we have had
to
enlarge our store—in only four
You will find at
months of business.

Garment You Need Now

Handy

A large stock of new
in the last few days.

ones have come to our stores

Many Colors including Red,

Brown,

Gray. Navy

and White.

Several

Styles

Collars to suit each individual taste.

$1,

Numerous Prices: 50c,

We Sell

Boys' and Children's Suits
at 33 1-3 per cent less than former prices.
Men's Summer Pants, 33 1-3 per cent less
than former prices. "Porosknit" and Β. V.
All

our

1β

TWO

PIECE

SUITS

AT

1-2

of former Price
This ia Strictly

a

Derby

Hats,

$2

$3.
$5.

Stetson Hats,

Eastman & Andrews
31 Market Square,

South Parie.

as

Men

Arriving

Soft Hats, 50c to

to

Velour Hats,

$2, $3, $5.

$3.

Some of the New Fall Suits Have Come
Ready

to Show You

F. H. Noyes Co.
South Paris

Cash Sale

to Ladies

New Fall Hats Are

Men's

D. Underwear at 33 1-3 per cent less than
former prices.

1.50, 2, 2.50, 3, 4, 6. 6.

Many Sweaters

as

(2 Stores)

nephew,

gressing rapidly.

fall needs.

early

your

ONE PRICE CASH STORE.

Î

East Sumner.
Dickvale.
Tbe annual meeting of the Sumner
Mrs. Lowell Shaw and little son John
Soldiers' Veteran Association, held at who have been visiting ber parents, bav 5
recovery.
Frank and Wilbur Warren and Carl Eut Sumner last week Wednesday, was returned to tbelr home in Bnckfleld.
Ht aid took in the fairatLivermore *ralls, a very interesting and well attended afDwigbt Gordon, little ion of Graftoi >
fair. Owing to illness of tbe writer a Gordon, has been 111. Dr. Sturtevan
going by auto.
report of the same is deterred until an- attended bim.
Denmark.
other week.
Ezekiel Hines of Canton spent thi •
Mrs. Sharon Robinson is confined to week-end with friend· here.
Mr. George A. Hill and family of Caa
fall
inwbicb
of
as
tbe
result
a
short
vacabed
her
Cbarles Card of Brookton, Mass., whi >
dillac, Mich., are spending
tion with bis mother, Mrs. A. W. jured her hip and caused a bad shock to baa been «pending hi· vacation with hii
her nervous system. Dr. Marston was daughter, Mr·. Will Child,
retainer I
Belcher.
Dr. Batler, who formerly resided here, cslled and after an examination found home Saturday.
Mabelle Rlohardaon and Edith Chen
and now employed in the Pension De- no bones broken, but quite a bad Injury
is hoped
ery were «hopping in Rumford last Fri
partment, Washington, D. C., is a guest to tbe muscles and nerves. It
that she may get up again if nothing day. Miss Richardson will aoon begii
at the Maplemoor here for a few days.
teaching at Eut Pern.
Mr. A. W. Belcher will attend the ser- new sets In.
W. S. Robinson, by request, will give
Mr·. Viola Child spent Snnday wltl ι
vices of the Fifty-third Regiment at
Fitchburg, Mass., of which be was a bis address on Gettysburg at South Paris her ·οη, Elbridge Child.
Will Dixon i· doing carpenter work
first sergeant in Co. Β in the Civil War. Id the near future, tbe date to be given
C. E. Cobbe Camp will break camp the later. It is an eloquent production and for Oscar Putnam.
When
it.
miss
no one should
Mre. Herman Fnller and children «pen ;
hearing
28th of August.
The water sports at the camp of Mr. given at East Sumner it was pronounced the week-end with relatives In Hale.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Coolidge ο [
C. E. Cobb took place Wednesday, the tbe best description of that great battle
ever given.
Locke's Mills have been In town lately
25th, and was largely attended.

to meet

priced
Tailored Coats, priced

IRVING E. ANDREWS.

Greenwood.

play Saturday evening, tbe 30th, afte

ine stock of Coats and suits at this time

a

Tailored Suits,

Miss Marion Tliurlow returned from
North Anson Saturday.
Prof. Osborne McConaltby of Chelsea
was in town a few dsya the psat week.

give ι

designs.

in the latest

With such

Sunday.

On sitting up or down st tbe open
window this Thursday morning to transfer a few thoughts and happeniuga from
miod to paper, the telephone wire ia
bumming away like an Eolian harp, although the sir ia ao still that not s lesf
ia in motion on the treea; bnt there must
be a breeze somewhere sufficient to move
tbe wirea or they could produce no

attractive

the last word from the lead-

Every garment represents

EASTMAN,

William Ingalls of Ogunquit
week end guest of Mr. Fraok Berry.
Mr. Brown of Waterville wsa the guest
of bis sister, Mrs. Grace Purington, over

unusually

an

Women's and Misses'
Tailored Suits and Coats

ANNOUNCEHENT

Hebron.

oflers

assortment of

ISeli

Mr. and Mrs. P. F. Ripley and Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Shaw are taking a vacation at Norway Lake, where they are occupying Walter L. Gray's cottage.
Will Cole of Auburn was a guest at
George W. Cole's Saturday and Sunday.
Edward C. Robinson of Brookline,
was with hia family at their sumMiss
mer home here over the week-end.
Founder'a Day waa observed at Hamlin Memorial Hall last Thursday. There
was a
reception given by the officers
and light refreshments were served.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter L. Gray of South
Paris were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Κ Brooks Saturday.
Judge and Mrs. Clarence Hale of Portland were the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles L. Case at their summer home
in this village the past week.
Clayton K. Brooks and family, Mrs.
George M. Atwood, Mr. and Mrs. William E. Atwood and Raymond L. Atwood attended tbe wedding of Mr. Frank
M. Owen of Auburn and Miss Gertrude
tlarlow of Dixiield, at Dixfield on Monday of this week. Mrs. Owen was formerly a resident of thia place and is the
sister of Mrs. Atwood and Mrs. Brooks.
Miss Adams of Philadelphia, gave an
interesting address on the subject of female suffrage to a select audience on tbe
lawn at "The Green Door," Monday
afternoon.
John Potter of Philadelphia, Pa., is
tbe guest of his brother, Judge W. P.
Potter, at bis summer home here.
Miss Miriam Northcutt of Portland is
a vilest at Klmlmrst.
It had beeu predicted that the Country Club Fair at Parie Hill would be the
It was more than
event of the season.
that; it was the biggest kind of a success in every respect; it broke the record
also the drought. On account of the
condition of the weather most of the
outside decorations had to be takeu
from the program, Perhaps its lucky it
rained
though, for otherwise how
would the people have gotten ictt» the
club house? It wan a capacity audiAll the
euce regardiez of weather.
rooms of the lower floor were beautiVJ' decorated aud when the fair openit was a picture of Kairylaud that was
good to behold- Never was a larger or
more beautiful lot of articles placed on
sale in a country village. The Japanese
tea garden, the fancy work aud tine art
department, the tulip garden, the candies, the food, the household departments
aud many others, all were there; so also
In the latter Miss
were the contests.
Gertrude True was the successful candidate for a large painting of the club
bouse made by James Thompson; Mr·.
Kimmelt won the bureau scarf, Mrs.
Uubbard the Japanese tea kettle; while
a moat exciting aud interesting contest
to see who could get the largest number
of peanuts through a hole in a box at a
single handful was won by Mrs. Wallace

Department

The Suit

—

in the woods and captured two of the
three. Constable Swan wad the tiret to
reach their biding place, wben one of
them drew a revolver on him at about
the same time tbat the officer covered
them with his own weapon. The burglar addressed the officer with the words:
"Damn you, you don't dare shoot!" At
about this time Deputy Hastings appeared with a drawn revolver and convinced the burglar tbat bis only safe
course was to drop bis gun or "be ripped
open," and the advice was taken. One
of the burglars succeeded in making his
escape. The other two were brought to
the jail and given a bearing in tbe Norway Municipal Court, where they plead
guilty and were held for the Ootober Supreme Court.
They give the names of Arthur Smith

'phone and Mail Orders.

to
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$1.60,-1.90,-2.26 per square
SOLD ONLY BY

S· P. Maxim & Son
Maine.

South Paris,

■

i
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the Oxford Democrat
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-.urvh. He* Cheater Gore Miller,
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Acirti-e every Sunday al
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..Mlay School at 12 M. Y. P7c.
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STATKD MkKTlMOe.
Kerulai
Lodge. So. M.
V-!-arl
venln* on or before full moon.
mee;regular
_Nio_nt "lea o.l$e,
ovenlL of each week.—Auror·
evening»
ret and .hlrd Monday

So.

Pleven Kebekah Lodge.
each
1 an ι fourth Friday» or

Fellow·' Hall.
mm*,.
meet®
K. Kimball Poet. So. 14t>·
Saturday evenings of each
Hall.
A
■all Circle. Ladtee of the G.
tn.l third Saturday evening· of
>.rand Army Hall.
;il„ Chamberlain Camp meet*
after the full of the

■"

u

<>

lay night

third
Grange, mi el· dret and
:iih. In irange Hall,
ond and fourth Monday· of

"

cy Brook Lodge.
r0 ;rth Wednesday

So. 181.
evening·

Lo<lge. No. 31. meet» every
Pythian Hall.

■n

kuks were closed Labor

it*:

h

s

r.'.a

«

a

1

*V

a

ards visited the paet
H.

entertained Μγ9.

·α

μ

purchased

hu

.way
ibout.

Fiauder

l'ueeday.

irney

Wii man of Massachusetts
ν J. 11. Stuart'·.

ijv
Ft

•inev

ter:
\

and wife of Houlton are

Boouey'· parents.
Mr?. Perley Whitney aie
Mr. Plumtuer of Berlin.

M

en-

\V. Marston of Andover
sister, Mrs. F. V. Abbott.

>

is

er

t.s

and family spent SunMrs. L. M. Lunt of Lewiston.

lîriggs

ia

A. J. Hill of Norway Lake is vie
Allen.
er daughter, Mr#. Howard

M

Walton Bailey and two children
and is visiting relatives in South
\

3.

fr

a

;e.

Qi

Edna Maxim returned Tuesday
visit to her grandfather at I.iver-

the
a/.er Dunham and family spent
at Nor; week at Camming·* cottage
;
way lake.
^pending two weeks
l'hil Jonee
nth bis aunt, Mrs. Minnie U*m, at
Woodfords.
Mrs. Geo. Barton of Auburn was the
for a few
.cet of Mrs. Lil* Woodbu.
d

tvs

last week.

Mrs. Henry Maxim returned Tuesday
West Sumner, where she has been
(·
Mattie Hersey, formerly of South
friends here Tueeday

ν'

greeted her
Weduesday.

-,
ii

and Mrs. Lyman Cobb of Fitchb
Mass., are visiting Mrs. Cobb's sister. Mr?». John Blair.
and daughter Mil\
Nora
V

Herman

Hill
on

of

Waterford

Tuesday.

visited

Mrs. Howsrd Allen entertained Miss
Lizze Holden of East Otisâeld, Tuesday.
Mies Agues Howe of Waltbam, Mass.,
visited at P. A. Heidner's the past week.
Mrs. George D. Robinson and daughMiriam went to Lynn Tuesday for a
visit.

A new brick side-walk baa been laid in
front of the residence of Mrs. S. F.

Briggs.

Mrs. Fie Kneeland and
the day

Hemingway spent
last Sunday.

Mr. Charles
in Harrison

Mrs. C. W. Bowker spent several days
last week with Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Stanley at East Auburn.
Mrs.
Lydia Hammond of Church
Street bas returned from a visit to her
son on Stearns' Hill.
Mrs S. W. Brooke and son Clyde of
are the guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Dunham.

Bryant's Pond,

Pbilip

spent

land,

and Wesley Spear, who have
weeks in Westbrook and Portreturned home Friday.
two

The South Paris Grange will present
the drama, "Brookdale Farm" at North
Bucktield, Wednesday, Sept. 3d.

Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Strickland spent
Saturday and Sunday with friends at
George Curamings' cottage on Norway
Lake.
in

all

Pond Sunday.

Herman Stuart, who with his family
have been spending the summer at Norway Lake have been visiting his pareuts,
Mr. and Mrs. J. II. Stuart.
The regular annual excursion over the
Grand Trunk to Boston will start October 6 and last until October 11. Fare by
rail *4 50, and by boat $3 10.

Stincbfield,

Friday.

appendicitis.
Ellery C. i'ark

operated

for

upon

tl

The Best Time

j

y

I'i
T.

Mr. and Mrs. George C. Fernald have
H. Eastman!
Nellie L. Brickett of South Tans been entertaining Mrs. Λ.
and Miss Coriila
played at a musical given by and three ofchildren, Ν. H. Mr. aud ]
Berlin,
Eggleston
inner visitors of Bryant'· Pond.
E Bean, Miss Cora Mason and
Mason visited relatives in Bethel
home Wednesday
.<·,
coming
I

morning.

Mr, I. luisa J. Brigge went to Port1*·
Flitireday to visit ber sister, Mrs.
Επί
ιribbs, and her grandson, Ralph
B. lvufold.

A. K. (ioldsmith, superintendent of
tb·.· lurnham Λ Morrill corn shop, is
let·: upon our street· driving a new
Metz run about.
\ «Geneva Young returned home
fi
Uelfast Tuesday, where she baa
be*·
mting the family of Ε. B. Lunt,
for:, «rly of this place.

accompanied them
Monday by auto.

on

their

Myron Ë. Farnum, who baa been a
clerk in the store of Chas. II. Howard
Co. for several years, has resigned to
take a place in the Habbs Variety store
Mr. Farnum got through at
in Norway.
the Howard store last Saturday.
W

line

0.

KIra

People of South Pari· will be pleased

learn that G. F. Eastman and Irving
Τ irsday Mrs. W. B. Strickland en
Andrews bave purchased of the Lary esEdwards,
!1
tate the T. G. Lary store, formerly own
ed her mother, Mary J.
ai
sister·, Mr·. Angie Cutler and ed by J. F. Plummer. The «tore wiil
The Eastman A AnMr»
now be known as
>nello Edward·.
Mvstcry Table—Mrs Sarah Chute, Mrs. Mary
drews store. They will take possession Spofford, Mr·. K<<lth Maxim, Mrs. JuiUna Halt,
I
Υ -ή Caseie Brigge and Mis· Mary
Mr*. Minnie Edward·, Mr·. Heeter Walker, Mr·.
at
once.
Κ1 lt'ii Whitman, Mr·. Mar ν Swett. Mr·. Flora Ι
iccompanied Carl Briggs to BryMrs.
Loutue
Florence
Mrs.
flick·,
Webber,
au
Pond Tueeday evening, where Mr.
Sylvan Shurtleff of Portland was here Turner, Mr·. Agne· Whlttermore, Mrs. Fletcher.
was violinist at a dance.
Wednesday on his annual birthday celeBOLSTER DISTRICT.
bration. Mr. Shurtleff took his party on
E. Hathaway and family returned
an automobile ride and took dinner at
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Talbot are passing
ft
Waterville, where tbey bav* been the Beale Hotel in
as
He
is,
Norway.
a few days with relatives io Turner.
utha·
I
il'.··:; iing the summer with Mr?
tveryone who meets him knows, an exway> parent·, Mr. and Mrs. Wing.
Hiram Perkins of Mechanic Falls was
his
in
one
man
for
ceptionally active
a recent guest of his cousin, J. H. Clark.
Τ β workmen have finished painting eighty-sixth year.
the high school building. Tbe ineide
Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Brown spent a part
ie
Association
The Mt. Mica Building
w rk was done by the Stuart Bros., and
the corner rent in their block, of last week with relatives and old
tbe outside was painted by Amo· Bird. fixing
office. neighbors in Newry.
the
to

Mrs. Sumner Parker and grandson
Norman are with relatives in Conway.
Ν. H. for a week.
Mr. and Mrs. William Morse entertained Mrs. W. H. Wiggln of Portland
this week at their Pike Hill cottage.
Mrs. J. A. Harding of Teverton, R. I.,
is tbe guest of her eon, Will Young, at
the farm.
Douald Andrews is tbe new clerk at
the Jackson meat market during Mr.
Jaokson's two weeks1 vacation.
Judge C. F. Whitman will give the
members of Abigail Whitman Chapter,
I D. A. R. a talk, on Wednesday evening,

|

Baptisl
Tbe Pbilathea class of
Sunday School were photographed Tuee
is a
who
day. *s Mrs. Walter Dennison,
member of the class, is to leave ·οοη for
her new home in Indiana.
the

What is tbe matter with our fat mou',
The (at men of Norway claim that tbej
have twice challenged tbe fat men 01
N>utli Paris to a game of ball, and bav»
received no answer to their challenge.
Mrs. Nina Goodwin of Norway attend
til th« meeting Tuesday evening of th<
Ν. Ε. υ. P. at South Pari·
The meet
Ιθ(ί was well attended, there were sii
ν i » τ,. r s
Refreshment·
from Norway.
were served.

Titcomb
Bartlett, Eugene Lowell
Lloyd Davis and Guy Culbert, are spend
•n* a few days at Mr. Titcomb'· cottage
Highland Lodge, which is situated οι
A party consisting of Harry

Llewellyn

the «hure of Hall'· Pood.

Tuesday evening

the

Grange drama

was played at Bol
iter's Mill». Tbe drama was well at
tended, and judging from the applause
everybody was well pleased. Tbe plaj
*i" followed
by a dauce.

"Brookdate Farm"

Mr. and Mr·. Alton Maz>oi are enter
Mrs. Sadie Harlow of Bucktield
Thursday afternoon they started on ai
automobile trip to Camp Caribou a
iribou Mountain. They will atop a
amp Caribou several day·.

taining

Corrected musical program for th
Dennison reception at tbe Baptis
church Tuesday eveniog, Aug. ltt.
Kuei

Violin Solo,

Brickett and Mr·. Wtjr*ti
rslih, Hope, auit Helen Uavli

Mrs.

•J»1»».

riaeo Due»,
s«io

f*»1*».
^uaneue, KMUi, Hope,

Hope

U race Deal
UaiUe LeacI
Mrs B. A. Davl
sad Helen I>avt
Phil Jooe
Jessie Toleai

Helen, aad Alice Davl

will be served. At 3 o'clock a food sale
will be held. All interested in the cause
are requested to bring or send food.

After the ceremony which was per
formed by the Rev. Chester Gore Millet
Judge for Yourself.
the couple left on a short trip.
of
Paris
is
a
Butts
High
Mrs.
graduate
To Prof.
Which ia Better—Try an
Are you going? Where?
of the class of 1U08 and sinoe thai
Carl Jean Tolmau's organ recital in the School
or Profit by a South Paris
in the Paris
a
teacher
been
has
time
South
Paris,
Congregational church,
Citizen's
a graduate of the
is
Butts
Mr.
schools.
The
P.M.
Friday, Sept. 5, at 8 o'clock
York
of the New
Course
Plumbing
Mrs.
assisted
will
be
Professor
by
ably
Something new ia an experiment.
and until a year ago was ii
Cora S. Briggs and âne vocal talent. It Trade School
Must be proved to be aa represented.
L. & E. F. Gobi
will be the musical event of the season. the employ of the A.
The statement of a manufacturer it
of
Lewiston.
Co.
afford
to
can
music
of
lover
No
good
not convincing proof of merit.
They will reside at South Paris.
Admission 25c.
miss it.
the endorsement of friends is.
But
S
Now supposing you bad a bad back,
N. Dayton Bolster, Miss Ruth Β ilster,
A Card of Thanks.
I A lame, weak, or aching one,
Morton Bolster and Albert King made
Would you experiment on it?
I wish to express my deep, heartfeli
ao auto trip to Rumford last Tuesday.
You will read of many so-called cures,
Morton Bolster and Albert King took gratitude and appreciation to the em
Endorsed by strangers from far-away
Co
part in a tenuis tournament at that place pioyees of the Paris Mauufactaring
watch preseutet II places.
in which eight teams were entered. The for the beautiful gold
It's different when the endorsement
tournament was won by the Rumford to me just as I am leaving for my ne* I
home. Mere words cannot express raj I comes from home.
team, with Bucktield second.
H. W. Dknnihon.
Easy to prove local testimony.
feelings.
In token of their friendship and esRead this case In South Paris :
Manuteem, the workmen of the Paris
Hiram
Lovejoy, Myrtle Ave., Soutfc
One of tho many things about thi ,
facturing Co. presented Walter DenniParis, Me., saya: "I suffered for fivt
strike
seems
to
which
case
nearlj
Thaw
Mr.
from backache. For daya at ι
son with a gold watch recently.
the same way is that he mad< II yeara
audden move caused added
Denni son bas beeo employed for about everybody
and that it is to< , I time any
for
liberty
a
tight
good
secretions from my kidneyi
twenty years by the Paris Manufacturing
took , I pain. The
Thaw
he
that
caught.
bad
got
a
to
accept posiCo. and la leaving them
I were too frequent in passage and mj
to be sure, bnt he killed ι
life
human
the
Denni·
for
broken at night. I lost healtt
tion as head bookkeeper
much provo rest was
Ind.
proven bad man and with
and strength and felt discouraged. Whet
son Poet Card Co., Auburn,
cation and has been considerably punish
aoked me to try Doan'i
if be hat I one of the fimily
Mr. and Mrs. A D. Park, accompanied ed already. Perhaps after all,
Pilla, I did so. I began to im
Misa Josie made his escape it would have been thi , Kidney
by Miss Eva Walker, and
at
once.
It
was not long befori
after- best solution of the case. Once safel; t prove
Cole of Pa.'is Hill, started Friday
were in good working or
kidneys
my
stat
j
York
New
the
of
Mountains.
They ont
country,
noon for the White
der."
tour would not have appealed to Harry K. a ,
intend to take a three days' walking
If your back aches—If yonrkidnevi
to
live.
Bethel
At
they
•
healthy
place
mountains.
through the
bother you, don't simply ask for ι
of
a
yoang
they will be joined by party take the
kidney remedy—ask distinctly for Doan't
who will
DO YOU FEAR CONSUMPTION?
people from Boston,
Kidney Pills—the same that Mr. Lovejoj
a
for
her·
returning
trip with them,
No matter how obronic your cough ο f bad—the remedy backed by home test!
abort viait.
how severe your throat or lung ailmen t mony-50c at all store·. Foater-Milbori
some is, Dr. King's New Discovery will surel r Co. Prop·., Buffalo, Ν. Y.
The light frost that blackened
last week help you: it may save your life. Stiii
of the vine· here one morning
SAFEST LAXATIVE FOR WOMEN,
writes :
north of us. One man Green, of Malichite, Col.,
did more deadly work
Nearly every woman needa a good lax
"Two doctors said I had consumptio ι
Plantatiou
reports
Milton
Pills an
farmer from
and could not live two years. I use i atlve Dr. King's New Life
not
had
corn
sweet
because they are prompt, aafe anc
that "what
It Dr. King's New Discovery and am aliv e good
freeae.
the
ruined
by
dried uDwas
do not cause pain. Mrs. M. C. Dunlai
for this and well." Your money refunded if I t
not all to the bad, however,
The best bom » of Leadlll, Tenn., says: Dr. King'a Net
that be had aold some fails to benefit yon.
said
farmer
I
Mme
colds, throat an i Life Pills helped her troubles greatly.1
bushels of potato·, at remedy for congbs,
over a hundred
Pr,c«.
Prioe 50c. and fl.(X •
a long trouble·.
of
over
mended bj Chai. H. Howard Co.
Rumford at *n average price

Experiment

Experience.

j

|

J

taa

[ dollar

»

buihel.

Guaranteed bj Chu. H. Howard Co.

£?·'·
rtlîïî
I

25c.*™com

JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk,
λ true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest:—JAMES E. HEWEY. Clerk.
8647

[L. B.J

NOTICK.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that be has
been duly appointed adminlitrator of the
estate of
CHABLES KI.OWAS, late of Bumford,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demand· agalnet the estate of said deceased
arc desired to present the same for settlement,
and all Indebted thereto are reque-tod to make

payment Immediately.
August 19th, 1913.
35-37

JOHN

86-37

NOTICE.

The subscriber hereby gives notice that she
has been duly appointed executrix of the lael
will and testament of
EMMA L. WASHBURN·, late of Oxford,
deoeased, and given bon«l· at the law direct·,
AU person· having demanda against the estate
of said deoeased are dealred to present the same
for settlement, and all lndebtou thereto are re
quested to make payment immediately.
PAULINE JORDAN.
Aug. 19th, 1918.
ROSCOE F. STAPLES,
SM7

by

family.

It is

want ; there are two new

$2.98, $3.50, $5.00, $6.00, $6.50.

CHILDREN'S SWEATERS, $1,00.

$1.50, $3.50.

New Fall Suits
arriving every day. They will certainly interest you. We take
leasure in showing you the latest models from the best and largest manu-

re

Oxfords, Iroquois, $3.00 grade for 2.35.
Odd lots of Men's Oxfords, Russia Calf, Velour Calf, and Patent
Leather, $4.00 and 3.50 grades for 2 00, 1.50 and i.oj. Most of the
shoes in these lots are in small sizes.

icturers.

Come in and get
ver

Women's Patent Button, Evangeline $3.50 grade for 2.50.
Women's Velour Calf Blucher and Button, Fifth Avenue, $3.00

for 2.25.
Women's Calf

and try them

an

feel free

Styles,

idea of the New

look them

to

on.

grade

Button, Cloth Top, Evangeline, $3.00 grade for 1.50.
Women's Patent Blucher and Button. Mostly small sizes, $3.00 and
2.50 grade for 1 50.
Women's Patent Button and Blucher, Princess Louise, $2.00 grade

for 1.50.
Women's Russia Calf Oxfords, Button and Blucher,
2.50 ; 3 00 grade for ».25 and 2.00.

Odd lots of Wmen's

Pumps, $3.03 grade

$3.50 grade

for 2.25; 2.50

for
for

grade

2.00.

Women's

Gray

Nubuck

Pumps, $3.00 grade

grade

for 1.50; 1.75 grade for 1.35.
Women's Kid and Patent Oxfords,

$3.5° grade

for

Evangeline.

for 1.75;

Mostly

200

small sizes,

final rant m

for 2.25.
Women's Velour Calf Oxfords, Fifth Avenue, $3 00 grade for 2.25.
Women's Kid and Patent Oxford, Evangeline. Small sizes and

widths, $3.00 grade

narrow

1.65.

for

Women's Patent Button Oxfords, New Century, $2.50 grade for 1.65.
Women's Calf Button Oxfords, New Century, $2.50 grade for 1.65.
Women's Kid Oxfords, Princess Louise, rubber heel, $2.00 grade

for 1.50.
Women's Calf

Oxfords, Princess Louise,

S2

00

grade

ON MEN'S SUMMER SUITS

for 1.50.

Many fine Suite are here
they are going fast.

Women's Patent Oxfords, Princess Louise, 82.00 grade for 1.25.
Also many other lots of Women's Boots and Oxfords at very low

now but

$20.00 suits for $16.00
$18.00 suits for $14.00

prices.

regular stock is complete and the

Our

prices

low. We also have
Bags and Suit Cases.

a

are

Trunks,

$16.00 suits for $12.00

full stock of

$12.00 suits for $10.00
$10.00 suits for $7.50

exhibit at the Fair.
The store will be open evenings Fair week.
Look for

our

All (he STRAW IIAITS at cost.

Ε. N. SWEn SHOE CO.,

Γ

House

Block,

Telephone 38-2.

Our fall stock of Sweaters and Caps is in. The largest
and best assortment we've ever shown.

Norway, Maine.

H. B. Foster,

1

LADIES' OXFORDS

ONE PRICE CLOTHIER,

Norway,

Warm weather will soon be here and
you will need a pair of Oxfords, my stock
has many styles and qualities.
Ladiee' Pat Button Oxfords Patrician
Ladies1 Dull Calf Button and Blncber Oxford Patrician
Ladies' Russet Button and Blucher Oxford Patrician
Ladies' Russet Button and Bluclier Oxford Mayfair
Ladies'Dull Button and Blucher Oxford Mayfair

■

A full line of Misses' and Children's

S b

Λ

with the help of It*
PII Κ Iluelneea, Shorthand anil Telegraphy four-en of thU School together
Men anil Women
I'onlllon Department ha* l>een the mean· of atartlng thou»an>ln of young
other» It lit roaaon.
for
'tone
It ha*
η the road to a aucoeenful career In the Huelne*» Worl'f. What
ami Augunta
llangor
Kiee
Portland,
for
Write
Catalogue.
for
can
do
ble to aupuoac It
you.
L

£

....

Ladies' Vici Oxfords Rubber Heels

J

I

$4 .00
$3.50
$3.50
$3.00, 3.50
$3.00
$3.50, 3.00
$2.00, J.23, 2.50
$1.50

Maine.

»

-

-

Γ)

...

Ladiee' Pat. Dull Calf and Russet Pumps
Ladies' Dull Calf and Russet Button and Blucher Oxford

MAINE.

NORWAY,

2.00.

$2.50 grade

Women's White Canvas Button Boots,

umnier

L.

School at South Caaco.

iTJît

SHAW, President, Portland, Maine.

U. 1).

HAKDKN, Treasurer, Bangor, Maine.

A Modern Hardware Store

Oxfords, Pumps

and Banfort Sandals.

W. 0.

South Paris,

Maine.

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

STATE OF MAINE
The

35-3S

To Fruit Growers.

Good, sound, coopered, flour barrels
suitable for packing apples, in car load
lots or to suit purchaser.

following

are

the

questions

or

September 8,1913.

destroying

J. E. ALEXANDER,

a

list of candidates

or

Secretary of State.

GRAICHEN BROS,

Lawrence,

REAL

FOR

to be voted upon

Pelalty for wilfully defacing, tearing down, removing
specimen ballot, five to one hundred dollars fine.

to

35

Maine.

South Paris,

I

CImum· and bevtlftM th· hill |
I
lazurUnt ffrowth.
Promet··
Νβτβτ Tall· to Boatore Onn
Hair to it· Youthful Color.
ProTi-nU hair falliutr.

Apply

J. P. RICHARDSON,

Frothingham,

Uass.

ESTATE

SALE

Must be Sold at Once !
Somebody will net a bargain In this SO acre
smooth, clean, level, near-by farm; handy to
Norway or South Fails, barn full of hay, lots of
wool and timber, land easy to till, all machine
mowing, partially devoted to poultry raining;
beet of water, One set of buildings, all rural con·
venlcncoH. l'rlce to close out $1,350.

Yes over
If you wish to vote for either one or both of the amendments place a cross X in the square marked
a
the question for which you wish to vote. If you are opposed to either one or boti of the questions, place
with to vote against.
cross X in the square marked No over the question which you

YES

Send for Catalogue.

US

It has been
as

proposed, by a resolution

of the

legislature,

nine of the constitution be amended

so

that section

that it will read

follows :

All taxe· upon real and personal estate assessed bj authority of
shall
be apportioned and aseeaaed equally, according to I be just
this state,
value thereof; but the legislature shall have power to levy a tax upon intanglble personal property at such rate as It deems wise and equitable without
regard to the rate applied to other classe* of property."

Those in favor of this amendment will
cross

X in the square marked No.

place

a cross

X in the square marked Yes.

Those

"Shall the constitution be amended as proposed by a resolution of the
for the classification of property for purposes of taxation P"

YES
Pastures are getting extremely
and poor feed for your stock.
You should begin to feed them gen-

dry

! erouely.

We carry all the leading feeds in
I the country, including cotton seed
i meal, linseed meal, four x. conti-

NO

~~^"*

"Section 8.

GET IT

FROM

Question No. 1
eight of article

The Dennis Pike Real Estate Agency,
NORWAY, ME.
Tel. 35-3

DRIGOTOS.

NOTICE.
The aubicriber hereby give· notice that he
ha· been duly appointed administrator of the
estate of
ABBIE WHITMAN, late of Woodstock,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonds as the law direct·. All persons having
demands against the estate of said doceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay.
ment Immediately.
Aug. 19U>, 1913. GEORGE U. CUMM1NGS.

on

every member of the

LADIES' SWEATER COATS,

Men's Russia Calf

rights of
auly surrendered all his property and
property, and has fully complied with all the

A. D. 1913.

let up

no

costs no more ?

00

2.95.

ADOLPHE

ADOLPHE F.TALBOT, Bankrupt.
OBDEB OF NOTICE THEREON.
District or Maine, es.
On this 30th day of Aug., A. D. 1913, on revl
lng the foregoing petition, It Is—
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be hail
A. D.
upon the same on the 10th day of October
1913, before said Court at Portland, In said Disand
that
the
In
at
10
o'clock
forenoon;
trict,
notice thereof be published In the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper printed In said District, and
that all known creditors, and other person· in
Interest, may appear at the said time and place,
and show cause, If an ν the ν have, why the prayer of aalil petitioner snoulu not be granted.
And It Is further ordered by the Court, That
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known creditors copie· of «aid petition and this order, addressed to them at tnelr places of residence as
stated.
Witness the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland, In said District, on the 30th day of Aug.,

:

$4

Men's Calf Oxfords, Fitzu, $4.00 grade, 2.95 ; $3.50 grade for 2.65.
Men's Russia Calf Oxfords, Walkover and Fitzu, $4.00 grade for

To the Hon. Clarence Hai.e, Judge of the District Court of the United State· for the District
of Maine:
F. TALBOT of Rumforil In the
County of Oxford, and State of Maine, lu
■aid District, respectfully represents, that on
the 19th day of April, last pass be was duly
adjudged bankrupt, under the Acts of Conhas
gress relating to Bankruptcy; that he

requirements of said Acts and of the orders of
Court touching his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, That he may be decreed by the Court to have a full discharge from
all debt· provable against hit estate under said
bankruptcy Act·, except such debts as are excepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this 23rd day of Aug., A. D. 1913.

There is

2.65.

j

post
formerly occupied by
Mr·. Ο. E. Dolliver and daughtei They are putting in a steel ceiling, and a
Mrs. A. O. Wheeler is having her cel- Sept. 3, on the revolutions and patriotic
Marie of Boston, who have been visit- large show window on the High Street lar enlarged and cemented. Oscar Bar- history of Oxford County.
John Harper has accepted a position
ing Mr. and Mrs. George Kastman, left side. When completed this store will be rows is doing the work.
Mr.
as motorman on tbe Portland road.
Wednesday to visit relatives in North occupied by the A. E. Shurtletl Co. as a
Water ford.
I Harper bas been on the Norway and
drug and caudy store.
ButtJ-Murphy.
Paris railway for some time, and is well
There will be a veranda party at Mrs.
John Harper, formerly in the employ
Friday evening at the home of Mr. and known and liked by all.
>t the Norway and Paris Street Railway L. E. Bean's on Pine Street, Thursday Mr·. John J. Murphy occurred the wedMost disfiguring skin eruptions, scrofula, plm.
Co., has gone to Portland, where he will from 4 until 8 o'clock, under the aus- ding of their daughter Rose, to Mr.
dne to Impure blood. Burt· employed
by tbe Portland Street pices of the ladies of the Unlversalist Ralph R. Butts of the Arm Longley <& pies, rashes, etc are
uock Blood Bitters as a cleansing blood tonic. It
H lilway Co. as motor man.
church. Ice cream and welsh rarebit Butts, Norway.
well recommended. $1.00 at all stores.
Mr. and Mr·. Elmer Campbell visited
An.lover Monday, returning tbe sam«
Mr. Walter Abbott and family
da>
wb·. have been spending tbeir vacatior
id At.iiover, returned with them.

for

South Paris, Maine.

of

toe, sizes 6, 6 1-2,

worn

re

Men's Patent Oxfords, Button Walkover, sizes 5, 5 1-2, 6, 6 1-2 and
00 grade for 3.00.
Men's Calf Oxfords, Commodore, sizes 6, 61-2, 7 and 8, $4 00
grade for 3.00.
Men's Calf Oxfords, Walkover, $4.00 grade for 2.95 ; $3.50 grade

BUCK,

L.

rearer.

they

7, $4

parlors

P. Morton went to Lewiston Thurs-

narrow

Men's Patent Blucher Walkover and Fitzu, sizes 5 and 5 1-2,
grade for 1.00.

certainly

|

day where he will work at the state fair
For several years
grounds painting.
Mr. Morton has painted nearly all of the
canvas for the larges side allows, and
has been very successful in this
work.

18

^ Opera

NOW

IS

stale]

Fernald
return home

for 1.50.
Men's Patent Button Fitzu,
1-2, $3.50 grade for 1.35.

grade

gave to the
the demand for "Shaker Knits". They

lie of these coats last season, due to the satisfaction

only a question of what
ind of a collar you
styles, "Rufï" and "Byron".
5 1-2, $4.00
Ve purchase from a dealer who makes a specialty of Sweater Coats, by
in value, style and fit. Why not have the best,
7, 7 1-2, 8, tiis we get the best—best

Men's Patent Blucher Walkover and Fitzu, sizes 5 and

Portland,

T'r

There iin't a garment that atfords so much comfort this time of the
We had an unusually large
ear and later on as a SWEATER COAT.

We have many special bargains for Fair
Week. Be* sure and read down through the
list.

Building,
3laine.

Co.,

The examination for teacher·'
certificate* was given at the high school
are visiting
building Friday. The examiuaiion was
Mrs. John Wight.
in charge of superintendent of schools!
nine
and Mrs. Fred Holt of Melrose Burr F. Joues and was taken by
.!« have been visiting Mr. and Norway and Paris teachers.

Mrs

FAIR WEEK.

pianos

of Bethel, was in town
Friday. As executor of the will of the
late T. G Lary, Mr. Park was here to
consumate the sale of the Lary store to
Andrews Λ Eastman.
Mrs Fred Wijjgin and eon Rinaldo
attend the
were in Sweden Tuesday to
that town.
centennial celebration of
They accompanied Mr. and Mrs. John
Chute and Harry Cole in Mr. Cole's automobile.

supply

FREE!!!

Henry Plnmmer, the little son of Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Plummer, is in the Centra! Maine General Hospital at Lewistonwhere he has been

yourself

Howard

the Lewiston piano
Mr. Stinch·
held has kept a large number of pianos
in this vicinity in order for many years.
in town

worthy

Papers

Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Holmes, Miss
Grace Thayer and Ed Jones attended
the Universalis Grove meeting at Bry-

0. D.

personality.

yourself—be-

Rev. and Mrs William Blake are visiting Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Stuart. Mr.
Blake is pastor of the Baptist church at
Grafton, Mass.

tuner, was

at th< ,

Sunda]

Footwear Sale

woman

equipped

campaigning for the Progressive party

ant

to-dfty,

representative.

Harold and Carroll Cutting of Lynn,
Mass., are visiting tbeir parents, Mr. and
Mrs. George Cutting at F. V. Abbott's.

District

new

yourself,

Miss Edith Brown, who has been visiting Mrs. Alice Thayer for two weeks,
has returned to ber home in Chicago.

the third Congressional
the past week.

·

expressive

Mrs. Ilattie Strobridge and Mies Bassie Strobridge of Providence, R. I are
the guests of Mrs. H. L. Crooker.

m

you will soon feel
with ambition to
work, without fear of pftin. Ur. John
Dowling of San Prftnoiaoo, write·:—
"Qrfttitude for the wonderful effect oi
Electrio Bitter· prompts me to write. It
cored my wife when »U else failed."
Good for the liver as well. Nothing better for indigestion or biliousness. Price,
50c. and 11.00, at Cb«s. H. Howard Co.
with * bottle

Writing Papers

Shirley Hawson and Miss Bessie Cole
have been taking a vacation of a week at
Fortune Rocks, near Biddeford.

engaged

everywhere.

women

Start

Crane's

Miss Lucy Greeley of Portland, who
has has been visiting ber cousin, Mrs.
C. M. Bates returned Sunday.

Alton C. Wheeler has been

eome.

praised by

like

New Fall
Sweater Coats

Ε. Ν. Swett Shoe Co.

STRENGTHEN WEAK KIDNEYS.
Don't «offer longer with vwk kidney·.
Yon can get prompt relief by taking
Electrio Bitter·, that wonderful remedy

Capt. Alton E. Whitehead, member ol
the atate rifle team, left for Camp Perry
O., Saturday. The rifle team will parti
cipate in the inter-atate matches. Capt
Mr. and Mra. À. J. Felt and family ο ' Whitehead ia one of the beat ahota in th<
Portland are viaiting Mr. and Mra. Cbaa atate and
quite Interested in the advance
Dunham.
ment of the state team.
The aewer has been extended and
Mr. and Mra. J. F. Bukerof Bowdoin
of Mais
ham. Me., are gueata of Mr. and Mrs. Ε pipes placed the entire length
Street excepting a email piece oppoaiti
F. Maxwell.
George Austin's and another at S. D.
Mra. Hannah Holt went to Mexicc Andrews' and the car office, where aomi
laat Wednesday for a viait with bet difficulty is experienced with bowlderi
and ledge.
daughter, Mra. Eagene Dorr.
Mr. and Mra. Vivian W. Hills went to
Miaa Flora Harlow, who haa bee· via
Waldoboro Sunday by auto. They viaititingat W. P. Maxim's, baa returned tc ed
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Hills at Union
ber home in Bridgeport, Conn.
and on Wednesday attended a reunion ol
Miea Mamie Dazio, a missionary work
the Hills family at Rockland. They reer for Italians in the cities, will speak it
turned the last of the week having enthe Baptist church Sunday, Sept. 7, al joyed a moat pleasant trip.
the evening service.
The Atkinson House Furnishing Comin the
M re. C. W. Bowker and daughtei pany will exhibit their stovea
PackMuriel are at J. F. Stanley'a at Lakt etore recently occupied by Harry
ard in the Noyes Block.
Auburn, and will take in atate fair durPhilaof
Blake
Mr. and Mrs. Charles
ing the present week.
delphia, Pa., are the guests of Mr.
0. E. Curtis and family of Kennebunk
Blake's sister and her husband, Capt.
are spending a vacation here and are the and Mrs. W. W. Whitmarsh for two
guests of Mr. Curtis' mother, Mra. O. G.
weeks.
The shoe factory committee having
Curtis, at her home on Gothic Street.
the matter of a new lease and change of
There will be a reception given Mr.
Arms in hand, have received very enand Mrs. Burr F. Jones Tuesday evening,
couraging
replies from several shoe
church,
at
the
September 2d,
Baptist
firms.
Several
representative shoe
The church and congregation are invited,
Arms have visited town and examined
Superintendent of schools, Burr F. the factories. It is expected that B. F.
Jones, and wife arrived in South Parie Spinney A Co. will vacate about Oct 1.
Prof. Richard E. Clement and family
Wednesday. Mr. Jones bas rented tbc
Walter Denniaon house on Park Street. returned to their home in New Jersey
the
There will be a social dance at Acad- Thursday morning having enjoyed Lake
six weeks summer vacation at the
of
emy Hall, Paris Hill, Friday evening, Side
are
Cottage.
Sept. 5th. All are cordially invited.
Anna M. Bennett died at Augusta FriMusic by four-piece orchestra. Admis
You send a letter because you
day, Aug. 22. She was born in Norway,
sion 25 cents each.
Jan. 2, 1S52, the daughter of James C.
and you
can't go
Mrs. U. A. Hilton bas as guests, her and Polly Upton Bennett. She lived in
a
be
For
to
want that letter
sister and niece, Mrs. Harry Wade aud Norway until about six years ago.
daughter Jane of Stamford, Conn. The many years she was a compositor in the
party has just returned from a visit to the Advertiser office. She was a member of the M. E. church. She *is surMrs. Hilton's mother in Garlaud, Me.
and
It is respect to
vived by one sister, Mrs. F. H. Lovejoy
will
attend
his
and
family
Everybody
of West Medford, Mass., and two brothto
friend*
courtesy to your
County Fair next week. Says Secretary ers, A. T. Bennett of Norway and L. E.
entries
have
more
"We
Frotbingham:
make your stationery all it
Bennett of Berwick. Funeral Sunday at
than ever before at this time and it cerF. H. Noyes', Crescent Street, in this
we
fair
like
looks
the
be in shape, texture
should
biggest
tainly
village. Rev. A. T. Sullivan officiating.
ever had."
Interment Pine Grove.
and shade.
Herbert F. Andrews left for Iowa
On Wednesday evening a party of
to
We are
eighteen friends gathered at Dr. C. L. Monday, where be will ehip for Norway
Buck's in honor of Mr. and Mrs. Walter trade a carload of horses in about ten
for
the
with
was
paper
Dennison. The evening
just
passed by days.
you
Warrant for state election, Sept. 8tb,
playing rook and a social time. Reneeds—whatever
price
your
freshments were served.
1913, is issued.
A. J. Nevers and wife, Loretta Nevhave set for
Ε. N. Haskell, R-jv. and Mrs. A. T.
you
ere, Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Cushman and
McWhorter atteuded the dedicatory serMarita were at Sweden the
cause the range of choice in
vices of the Finnish
Congregational daughter
tiret of the week and attended the reis so
churcb at West Paris Sunday afternoon
Crane's Writing
union of the Nevers family.
The church was well tilled, and the
Cullen Coulton and brothers Henry
be
not
need
wide that expense
prospect for ire success is very bright.
and Richard of Dorchester, Mass., with
There is a paper
It is reported that one of our enthusi- Vivian Akers and bis sister Ruth of Norconsidered.
automobiliste
astic
recently lost a way, spent the past week in a hike
and woman who
man
From
for every
young me ruber of hie family overboard among the White Mountains.
while the car was running and went Gorham, Ν. H., they visited the various
wants stationery that is better
Mt.
on home before discovering that a pas- places of interest,
Washington,
and
automobile
Bald
Mountain
An
Ellis
Glen
Falls,
senger was missing.
than the ordinary.
driver has to pay strict atteution to busi- many others. They secured many very
ness and can't be
They returned by
expected to see all pretty pictures.
that goes on (or off) the back seat.
Co.
way of Kezar Lake.
Chas. H.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Maines of Los
A party of twelve men from West
Angeles, Cal., for some time this sumThe Rexall Store
Pans, Par's Hill and South Paria visited mer
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Rowe,
Wayue Saturday by auto, for the purpose are now in Portland. Mrs. Maine· is in
Maine.
South Paris,
of seeing the state experiment farm.
the hospital.
The party consisted of the following:
Dr. Albert Thompson, wife, daughter
W. C. Stearns, Austin Stearns, Alexanand company have returned from a trip
der and Austin, Jr., Charles Dudley,
to Stark, Ν. H., and are now stopping at
Frank Dudley, Richard Gates and Clarthe island cottage, Rock Island.
ence
Stearns; Mr. Whitten, Eldron
Rav
1Î
.1 Rrnpa Mra Rruna anH two Collection of
50 old favorite songs.
Stearns, S. P. Stearns and G. S. Plummer. children with a sister, Gertrude Bruce
Send for bargain list of second-hand
Charles W. Bowker started Saturday lof Albany, Ν. Y., are at Dr. H. P. Jones'
and organ, and tee song col·
As- I cottage for some days.
International
the
to
attend
will be mailed free.
lection
It ia reported that Albert L. Clarkmeeting,
sociation of Fire Engineer·
which will be held in New York during will open a drug store in the Hobbe va- LORD &
Masonic
the week of September 1st. The con- I riety store in the near future.
34.37
sumthe
their
Central
of
close
held
at
Grand
vention will be
cottager·
Many
Palace where three floors bave been se- I tner places this week and go to their
cured. This meeting will bring togeth- homes. All expect and hope to return
er more fire chiefs and city officials from I another season.
the Unittd States and Canada than were
Hugh Pendexter, wife and son from
one of the the Isle of Springs were with Mrs. Penever before assembled, and
grandest and best exhibits of tire appar- I dexter's parents, ; Mr. and Mrs. Frank
atus and equipment ever displayed in I Faunce, thia week.
Helen Knlghtr after a visit of some
the United States. New York has appropriated $00,000 for demonstrations weeks with ber grandmother, Clara A.
and entertainment.
Hayden, returned to her home Friday.
Mrs. L. P. Swett, after a visit with
of
the
members
sale
The annual
by
As a rule poor teeth are
her Norway friends, has returned to her
near
some
time
will
K.
occur
G.
the
A.
Bangor home. Mr. Swett at one time
more troublesome in cold
of
notice
Further
etc.,
30th.
date,
Sept.
was in business inihis village.
will be given later. Below is the list of
in warm
weather than
I The first Alumni Banquet and Ball of
uames of members serving on the difon the 27th inst.,
School,
High
Norway
weather. Therefore, there
ferent table·:
I was a big success. The program at the
is no better time to have
Apron Table— Mr*. Emily Cook, Mrs. Raaslc I academy in the afternoon was:
Monk, Mr». Elizabeth Buck, Mrs. Angle Bolster,
Cecil Brown
Mrs. Ada Rlcliarduoo, Mr·. Martha Evans Mr·. Bemarks of President,
your dental work done than
Carrie Hathaway, Mrs. Dora Tyler, Mrs. Mary I Beading of Constitution
no
There is
Morton. Mr·. Lue Koapp, Mrs. Laura Holman, I Election of officers viz :
now.
President.—Tbaddeus Roberts
Mr*. Mlttle Record, Mr·. Hannah Holt, Mr»
Vice·Pres.—Lee M. Smith
better place to have your
Λ bbott.
Sec.—Mrs. Cora Cummlngs
Varletv Table—Mrs. Wluuefred Penley, Mrs. I
teeth attended to than the
.Treas.— Georgia Swain
Mabel Whitman. Mrs. Catherine Ames, Mrs Iva I Singing,
Alumni
of
I'ackard, Ml·· Maud Carter, Mrs. Ira Ertklne, I \ lolln Solo—Uarlon Haskell, accompanist,
dental
Mr*. Llllle Rurbank, Mr·. Georgia Little, Mr·.
Ruth Cummlugs
Cora Ripley, Mrs. Mae Hall, Mr·. Clara Chase, B
Ρ· E· Haihawïj
Mr·. Joaephloe Davis.
Hugh Pendexter
/,
Marguerite Cowan
Ι V ocal solo,
Ice Cream Table—Mr·. Ellen CurtU, Mrs. Su'
Mies ilakell, Ulss. Cummlnge
Murch, Mr·. Jane Power·, Mr·. Julia tiray, Violin Solo,
accompanist
1rs. Koeete Churchill, Mr·. Carrie Noble, Mrs.
Review of classes
<
Mary Swan.
The banquet was served at 7 P. M. by
Can<ly Table-Ml·· Eva Walker, Mrs. Kate
Stuart, Mr·. Lyilla Round·, Mrs. Madge tiray, I the ladies of the Universallst churcb
Mr·. Ivy Morton, Ml·· Susie Rounds, Mr·. Nel- to about one hundred and twenty-five·
lie Kenney, Mr·. Elizabeth Edgerly, Mr·. Miller. The ball at the
Opera House, Stearns*
Food Table—Mr·. Eva Ordway, Mrs. Flora Orchestra, was attended by seventy-five
Mrs.
Lillian
Mrs
Shaw,
Hag.
Ueorgla
Maxim,
couple. A most excellent order of dangelt. Mrs. Dorcus Richardson, Mrs. Cora Ever
Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.
It was a great
ett, Mr·. Abble lone*, Mrs. Emily Starblrd, Mrs. ces of eighteen numbers.
In the matter of
)
Melvlna Maxim, Mr- Mary Lovejoy, Mrs. Alice I success and all are talking of the next
In Bankruptcy.
ADOLPHE F.TALBOT,
Maxim, Mrs. Mary French.
I one.
Bankrupt. )
All services will be resumed
church next

Congregational
morning.

Mrs. Lydia Doble has been visiting
Mrs. H. J. Howe at West Sumner.

Irving Andrews.

>

Barker, At Dr. Klng'i ,
hospital, Portland, ia gaining rapidly II
ia reported.
Fred E. Smith, aaaiatant oaabier at tb<
National Bank, at the Maine Genera
Hoapitai, Portland, ia able to ait nj
Dr. Prank N.

land.

|

ν

H
Mr

Chaa. Cusbman of 8amoer It a guea t
of hie too, W. G. Caahman.

Ed Wstson of Wobnrn, Mats., was the
gue4t of Howsrd Allen Mondsy.

Briggs
f Wintbrop, Maine,

dr·
Mr

NORWAY.

Edna Maxim la vialtlng at Wert San

ter

ouvaau·.

-it jdaI Church. Re*- A. T. Mc
Preaching «errlce. 10 V a I.
Y. P· 9- C. Κ ««
»ervle« ΙΛ) r. M. ; Churcli
vf ednesdajr evening at 7 30 P. ■
■viae connected, are cordially In

*"

»

u

ra.BOwp.

1

from

ner.

Mr.

slctb fAuis rorr omci.
7*'a.M.t»:»ao p.m.
>eceHour»

1

returned

and Mrs. Era eat Heirick
Mra. Edward Sawjer and niece ar 5
spent a
day at Bailey's Island recently.
visiting Mr. mod Mra. William Gray.
Annette Anatin la visiting ber anot,
Saturday Mr. and Mra. E. F. Mazwel I
Mr·. S. T. Whitest West Pari·.
entertained Mra. George Delano of Port

SOUTH PARIS.

1

hat

Harrison.

2, iqi; [ Howard Allen

Maine, September
S -tb Paris.

*

Era eat Kneeland

>

_

opposed

two

place

a

legislature providing

Question No. 2
It has also been j roposed to amend section
constitution so that it will read as follows :

will

NO

of article ten of the

"Section 2. The legislature, whenever two-thirds of both houses shall deem
It necessary, may propoae amendment· to this constitution; and, when any
amendment «hall be so agreed upon, a résolution shall be passed and sent to
the selectmen of Ibe several towns, and the assessors of the several plantaand directing them to notify the inhabitants of their re-

i

______
tions, empowering
•pective towns and plantations In the manner prescribed by law at the next
Stock Feed, also bitnnial meetings in the month of September or to meet In the manner prescribed by law for calling and holdlog biennial
bran middlings, mixed feed, feed meetings of said inhabitant· for the election of «eoator· and representatives, on the second Monday in September following
Agent.
flour, also barley, wheat, buckwheat, the passage of said resolve, to give in their vote· on the question, whether such amendment· (ball be mad·; and if it aball
! scratch feed, growing feed, dry
are In favor of inch amendment, it aball become a part o(
appear that a majority of the inhabitant· voting on tbe question
! mash, shells and grit for poultry.
this constitution."
These are bought on a low market
Live poultry of all kinds, sell at
Those in favor of this amendment will place a cross X in the square marked Yes and those opposed will place
will be sold accordingly.
and
save
and
door
trouble,
express
your
card
a
Send
a cross X in the square marked No.
and city shrinkage.
and will call.
I
"Shall the constitution be amended as proposed by a resolution of the legislature permitting
GEORGE M. ELDER,
Maine
amendments to the constitution to be voted upon at regular elections PM
South Paris, Maine, Norway,
8445

nental gluten,
I Schumacher's

Ajax flakes, Unicorn,

Wanted

G. B.

&

L F. MEDICINE

Used by Three Generations

In thousands of families all throngi

and towns of the State
seience of medicine in aid
to bring about cures il
sometimes said to be an experiment
"L. P." At wood's Medicine as a re
lief for constipation, indigestion, in
active liver and other similar troubles

Though the
ing nature

I H C

Wagons

ι HB farmer who. In need of a wagon,
blindly makes a bee line for the first
new wagon or dealer in sight may
get a good wagon. If chance steers
him to an I HC dealer, well and
is his good fortune. If not, he
That
food.
will probably be in the wagon market again
be. But the economical
years before he should
farmer will study and compare different makes;
find out in advance which wagon will give hira
best service, and consider such questions as
W hen he
company standing and reputation.
has finished he will buy an I H C wagon.

New Bettendorf
Steel King
Cohimffus
are

only

Just'Flour"
When you start

to make the dainty
cake or luscious pie
or the good, wholesome bread on which
the family thrives.
Order William Tell
Flour and baking day
will be a pleasure and
a triumph. Richest in
nutritive value too,
and goes farthest, because it is milled by

contribute to the making of I H C wagon
reputation. 1—Air-drying of lumber. Every
hickory and oak for
stick o! wool used
wheels and a les, bay poplar for box sidee,
long leaf yellc ν pine for bottoms lies drying
in open sheds :rom two to three years, saviqp
all its resinou; saps, toughening, seasoning,
gaining elasti :ity, as onlv air-dried lumber
Kiln-d ying quickly evaporates the
does.
sap, leaves th j wood inelastic, brittle, and
weak —ruins t, in short. 2—Thorough inspections. Ε cry I H C wagon, pass·· many
rigid inspectio is by experts. Seldom does any
flaw in materia;, or defect in shaping, ironing,
and assemblin ; get by without detection.
When ready it must come up to IH C stand·
aids.
Weber and Columbus wagons have wood
gears; New Bettendorf and Steel King have
steel gears. Look the line over at the local
dealer's. He has catalogues, or, write the
—

—

from the finest Ohio
Red Winter Wheat.
Your grocer will
have it
just say
send me
(16)
—

—

Turn

cream

and whole blackberries.

wet

"I will wait until you are at leisure."
She went into the house, and, being
met by Peter's mother, the old woman

asked her what she wanted
"To help you with your work. You
ire not so strong as you were formerly
and need assistance."
"On the contrary, I am In better
I don'l
health than for many years.
need any one to help me."
Anna did not appear to mind a rebuff
from the woman, though when Peter
bad shown that he waa disposed to
get rid of her she shivered a little
She began to sweep. The old woman,
knowing the customs of the country
and understanding that the girl bad
come to marry her son and that sht

CREAK.

BLACKBERRY BAVARIAN

special process

our

eggt*,

molds and let chill.

into

WiiWiamTè//

through

must not be treated with discourtesy,
permitted her to sweep on, while she
herself attended to some baking foi

MOUB8E,
Soak two tablespoonfuls of gelatine ir
one-half a cup of blackberry juice. Add
a syrup made of one and one-half cupi
of blackberry juice and one cup of sug
Beat until cool then fold in twc
ar.
cups of cream, whipped stiff. Pour it
mold, seal well, and pack in equal meas*
Let stand foui
ures of ice and salt.
hours.
BLACKBERRY

Ylour

UD exaraiDtftuuu υι iudso

supper.
At supper time Peter came In. H<
spoke to Anna and at the table wn.«
careful to serve her from every dish
After supper be went to his room
some time, and whet
where be

spent

v»riuu· υι·ν·

bat the proportions
ingredients an 1
fairly constant for all, and that there an I
tbree distinct xteps in the combining o:
ingredients:—first softening the gelatine
in cold juice; second, adding the bo
juice to which sugar has been added;
third, adding either beaten eggs 01
cream or both, when cooled.
The sugar may be increased or dimin
ished according to taste and the charac
ter of the additional ingredients.
Lemon juice is used in every recipe t<
bring out the flavor, but may be reducet
in amount if desired.
Salt is needed, especially in the re
cipee where cream is used.
Only one recipe requires packing ii
ice and salt to freeze; namely, th< 1
Mousse. The others will chill sufficient
ly in the ice box, or sooner in pans ο
cracked ice.
of

^The BestMedicine Made
far Kidney and Hadderlroubles

buy your

Fall Machinery
WE HAVE THE

BlIZZARO aid CYCLONE ENSILAS CUTTERS lid SLOWER!
Better

Nothing

You

can

get

a

CORN

or

Kidneys

£L
_

GRAIN BINDER any day;

w

buying.

and

Bladder.
South Pari
Pari

SHURTLKKK ft CO.,
3. E. NEWELL ft CO..
A. K.

INSURANCE.

A. W. WALKER & SON
PARIS.

Backache,
Rheumatism.

Made.

before
carry them all the time, call and see us

SOUTH

FOLEY
KIDNEY
PILLS

MAINE.

Ail kinds of insurance

placed

b

W. J Wheeler & Co.

After July i, 1913» Stanley M
Wheeler will be taken into the firr
of W. J. Wheeler & Co., compose

of W. J. Wheeler, Margaret A
Baker, Stanley M. Wheeler.

We thank the people of Oxfor
County for past favors and solic
continuance of same and shall cor
tinue to give them our best effort!
good protection and a good squai
business deal.

|

TOMATO SAt'CE FOR BAKED DEANS.

Tomato sauce is not an ingredient ο
Boston Baked Beans, but it is a gooc
addition.
Cooked tomatoes presse<
through a sieve may be used. If de
sired, add two tablespuonfuls of corn
starch, smoothed In cold water, to ι
quart of hot puree; let boil and use.
TOMATO

There's no question as to which you would choose to
And there's just as much difference between fresh
tobacco in the Sickle Plug and dried-up particles of sliced
or granulated tobacco.

•°«#A

eat.

x'Nç

CBEAM BYE OEMS.

One cupful of cream, two cnpfuls ο
milk or buttermilk, one-half cupfu
of sugar, one well beaten egg, one-bal
teaspoonful of salt, one teaspoonful ο
soda. Thicken to a stiff batter with on
part of white flour to two parts of rye
If sour cream is used, add another hal
teaspoonful of soda. Bake in gem pan;
in a quick oven.

Ay

All the natural tobacco flavor and moisture are pressed
into the Sickle Plug, and kept in by the natural leaf
wrapper. You whittle a pipeful off the plug as you use it
—that is why you always get it fresh—always get a
slow-burning, sweet, cool, satisfying smoke.

sour

3Ϊ44

Keeley

Economical, because you get more tobacco—there's
All good
no package to pay for. And there*s no waste.
dealers sell Sickle—try a pipeful today.

UMi ui

Treatment
For Liquor, Opium, Morphine
and other Drag Using.
SUCCESSFUL FOR 35 YEARS
and still the best beoause
we keep up to date always

NO
Methods rational and human·.
SICKNESS. MENTAL DERANGEMENT
OR COLLAPSE.
We have remedies which cure th«
Tobacco Habit and Nervouincta at bom·
without interfering with business.
Send (or Free Booklet.

AU Correspondence Confidential
in plain envelope.

202

King

A

Range Free

Kineo

The KEELEY INSTITUTE
151

Congress

Street,

Portland, Maine

TiLIPMONI 2224
»sa

Pianos

some

Organs
Second hand Pianos and
for sale at

pianos

a

bargain.

Orgar

HOBBS' VARIETY
on or

free

a

before Tuesday, Dec. 23, 1913, at 2 P. M., will recsiv
No. 8-20 King Kineo Range valued at $60.00.

Included in the above, for each

HOBBS' VARIETY
a

receipt

counted

STORE, NORWAY,

price.

STORE

coupon will be given valued
such in the final count.

or

as

cents from eithi

purchase amounting
35
or S. J. RECORD & SOU
to

as

5 of the advertisements·

to b

them.

New Pianos, Stools, Scarfι
Instruction Books, Player pis
nos always in stock at prioe
that are right
Send for

catalog.

W.J.Wheeler
Billings' Block, South

Paris.

KIDNEY PEL!
FOLEY
RHEUMATISM KIONIYS
FM

thing

on a

plate delivered

ANO BLAOOE.

over

to

th

tender mercies of their offspring must b
eaten up. Why should man or child es
than he desires? It is a foolish it
heritanoe, an offshoot of the pringitiv
hospitality that would load the visitor*
plate with food and feel uffended, if th
whole were not eaten.
more

Two squai

I will sell at low

lot of second hand organs that I wi
sell at any old price.
Come in an
see

vwri*iv«9·

How many of our readers were train
ed as children under that economlo re
gime which insisted that the speckec
apples should be eaten before the unim
paired ones aod that the burnt cookie
should come in order before the propel
ly browned ones should be taken iron
the plate?
This was a common procedure In oli
New England, and the state of the pai
dally decayed fruit and the bitter tanj
of the carbonized crust la not altogethe
pleasantly associated with grandmotb
er's table, generous as it may have bee
Sweet oide
un
Thanksgiving Day.
turned to vinegar because, from thii
same habit of economy, it seemed waetc
ful to eat or drink things up, is probs
bly, also a sad memory of boyhood.
This penurious asceticism arose fror
the commendable caretaking and aavin|
spirit inculcated by generations of ρου
and pious people and inherited, perbapi
with a slight twist which made it redi(
uloua. If apples or any other fruit are
luxury, one can eat a less amount ο
them or even refrain entirely, as th
majority of us refrain from champagni
But if we are going to taste the deliciou
fruit or the crisp and exhilarating cool
ie, for Heaven's sake let us have the d
minutlve portion with flavor unspoiled
even though half the barrel decays an
half of the baking is aoorohed.
Another relic of those almost pre-hii
toric day· of economy U found in th

habit that some mothers and possibl
father· have of Insisting that everj

AND

The person bringing the largest number of this entir
advertisement, cut from the Oxford Democrat, to

yellow plum,

several smal
slice*
tbin and laid in salt watar, with as man;
and cherry tomatos as may be needed ti
garnish. On as many individual plate
as are needed, put a layer of yellow to
matos, sliced lengthwise, a layer ο
sliced cucumbers, and another layer ο
yellow tomatos; pour over this a Frencl
dressing, using tarragon vinegar, thei
garnish with the red cherry tomatos an<
set in the refrigiator to chill.
terosa or the

cucumbers, the latter should be

Pus-it-Oa.
SHOE POUBH HINT.

If yonr shoe polish or paste has bard
as it does If left uncovered, put
little kerosene on It and It will softei

ened,

and be

as

good

as ever.

went Into another room.

Then Petei

went away.
The customs of Ukraine may be dif

ferent from other places, but the feml
nine constitution Is the same every
where. Anna Avienleff did not rellsl
the rejection of her suit, but she mad<
She had one stroni
Bo complaint
point In her favor in having posseseloi
of the premises, and possession is sali
Shi
to be nine points of the law.
stayed right where she waa, and th<
morning when Peter's mothe
tbi
arose to do her chores and get
breakfast she found them all done am
the breakfast ready.

■

A DAINTY TOMATO SALAD.

tended to get rid of her. Peter put ou<
his hand, saying goodby; but pretend
lng she did not see it she turned an<

next

CATSUP.

Take small yellow tomatos, the Clue

Fresh Corn On the Cob
—or Dry Kernels?

■

Scald half a bushel of ripe tomatoi ,
and remove the skine; add half a cup ο f
salt, one pound of eugar, one tablespoon
fal of cayenne pepper, three teaspoon
fuis each of ground mace and celery
seed, two tablespoonfula of ground cin
namon, and two quarts of vinegar. Boi
slowly until reduced one half, then pasi 1
through a sieve, reheat and store ii
sealed bottles, or in tight closed cans. Â
larger quantity of spice is desired b;
many.

out be carried a leather bag.
he
"I am sorry, Anna, to have to leav<
for awhile
you, but I must go away
My mother will be glad to have yoc
with her during my absence. Goodby
mother. Be good to Anna."
Anna colored, but made no commen
was In
on this action, which she knew
came

berry, gelatine reoipee, It will be noticec

Now is the time to

Û

Anna
np, and there before him stood
Avienleff, blushing and with her eyes

Ileat one and one-bait cups of blackberry juice nnd pour over four egg yolk*
slightly beaten, with one cup of sugai
and one-fourth a teaspoonful of salt.
Cook mixture in donble-boiler until
thickened. Remove from fire; add on<
tablespoonful of gelatine softened in
one-fourth a cup of the cold fruit juice,
When cold and beginning to set, wbij)
with the Dover egg-beater and then fold
in two cups of cream, whipped stiff
Turn in a mold and let chill. It should
have a spongy texture. Do not use anj
of the creom that has drained
in whip.

Mass.

Boston

F. A. NITCHEL

By

Serve, unmolded; garnish with whipped

ester Company of America

.Incorporated.)

BLACKBERRY MOULD.
Soak two tablespoonfuls of granulated
gelatine Id one-half a onp of oold water.
Add hot syrup made of one oup of «agar
Mae h
and one-half a cup of water.

Soak one tablespoonful of granulated
to the ground.
gelatine in one-balf a cup of cold black- cast down
"What brings you to our cottage.
berry juice; heat one aud one-half cups
of blackberry juice; add one cup of sug Anna Avienleff?" asked Peter, knowPour over ing very well what brought her there
ar and the soaked gelatine.
four yollcs of eggo, slightly beaten.
"I have come. Peter, to make you a
Cook in double boiler until thick like a
proposition."
custard, stirring constantly. Cool, add
"I am busy today, Anna, and have no
one-half a cup of lemon juice and fold in
to listen to your proposition."
lime
stiff.
beaten
the
the whites of

More than

two of the many features that

International H

ii

Him

Recipe*.

BLACKBERRY SPANISH CREAM.

You Want

Weber

Here

solicited.

Address: Kdltor
Columk, Oxford Democrat, Sooth Parle, Me.
I·

and the results so bénéficia
la
onethat it has become a standard remedj enough berries to make one and
and add
S the Ukraine, Russia, the
for restoring health throughout New half cupe of juice; expresa juice
to gelatine mixture. Add also one-half
woman does all the courting.
England.
a cup of lemon juice to add to the flaWhen she falls In love with a
Read what M. J. Lothrop save:—
aet
Pour tato mold*,
vor of the jelly.
man she goes to bis bouse
Serve
Atwood'»
"I think your "L. F."
in cold water, and chill until «et.
and Informs blm of the state of her
Medicine tho best for Dyspepsia of any unmolded, with whipped cream.
it
took
feelings. If he reciprocate·, all Is well,
mother
used.
My
thing I ever
BLACKBEBBY CUBES.
and the formal marriage Is duly ar40 years ago; my father uses it all the
Make a blackberry jelly ai above,
time and would not think of getting
ranged. If. however, be Is unwilling,
in
a
shallow
a
thin
square
layer
she remains there, hoping to coax him
along without it. I use it in my fami pouring
to
mixture
set,
the
Allow
partly
pan.
M. J. Lothrop, Notch, Me
fellow canly."
then arrange very large and ripe blaok- to a better mind. The poor
Large bottle 35 cents at all stores.
berriea in rows on the jelly. Pour over not treat her with the least discourtesy,
"L. F." MEDICINS CO., Portland, Me these the remaining jelly and let chill. nor has he the consolation of being
Cut in cubes, each containing a whole able to turn her out, as her friends In
berry. Serve, piled on a plate, and gar- euch a case would feel bound to avenge
nish with whipped cream put through
His remedy, therefore, If
the Insult
the pastry bag.
determined not to marry her. is to
BLACKBERRY COCOANUT CUBES.
leave his home and stay away as long
Roll cubes of blackberry jelly, made as she is in it
as above, in shredded cocoantit, covering
One day Peter Komlenzoff, a bachethem thickly. Serve in a ba«ket made
lor, living in the Ukraine with bis mothof spooge cake from which the center
some work about bis
has been removed. Serve with whipped er, while doing
little place, heard a light step, looked
cream.
so sure

Wagons and

:! She Wooed

to the ladtas
Correspondence oa topics of laterest
Hokskakbu'

eitiee

the

HMMMM»IIfTNMtM»; ;

HOMEM ABBES' COLUMN.

The old woman was wroth with tb<
girl for usurping her work, but dare<
not tell her so, fearing that Anna'
brothers would hold Peter accountablt
Anna did most of .the work during the
flay, and the old woman, having llttl

fireplace and doze<
This continued every day for a tnontl
Peter's mother gradually sinking lut
to

do,

--

—-

sat

by

the

1Ι#Λ

On the morning of the thirty-firs
lay after Peter's departure bis motbe

twoke and did not bear tbe sound ο
preparation to wbicb sbe bad grow:
accustomed. Neither did Anna A>m
Into ber room wltb a basin of wate

for ber, us usual. The bouse was pei
fectly still. Tbe old woman got u;
No on
and looked In tbe kltcben.
The fire had gone oui
was there.
Bhe went to Anna's room and looke
In. Anna was not there.
There was nothing for It but to ge
her own breakfast and do the usuo
cleaning. Besides, It was wash daj
and tbe laundering must be don<
During tbe day she sent for Peter, am
when be came home for supper b

found his mother tired out
Tbe next morning Peter got up eerl;
and did the chores. He did not kno^
how to cook, so be was obliged to le
Dui
his mother cook the breakfast
Ing tbe day the old woman tried t
do tbe work, but sbe bad become use
to dozing before the fire. Besides, sh
missed the bum of tbe little workln
bee. The bouse was permitted to ge
dirty, and things that the old womai
bad before kept in repair were went
lng out Peter found that hie motbe
so disliked to get up In tbe early morn
lng that be learned to cook tbe break
fast himself. But be did not like dc
and liked tbe breakfasts h
cooked still less.
One morning who should come u
the walk but Anna. Peter, radlantl
happy, went to meet ber. Leading be
In. bis old mother put her aetns nroun
the girl's neck.
And then η ml there a marriage wa
arranged to take place soon, but no
too soon for Peter.

lng

so

8om· Not·· on

"Origin·."

"Humpty Duiupty Sat on a Wall,'
itc., bas come down to us from thi
lays of King Jobn. "Tbe Babes li
he Wood" dates from the fifteentl
rentury, being founded upon facta, ai
}ld house near Wayland Wood, Nor
folk, having the whole story In carv
Ings on a mantleplece. "Little Jacl
Horner," "Little Miss MufTet," "01<
Mother Hubbard," "Mother Goosey1
|nd "Goosey, Goosey Gander" an
tach traceable to the sixteenth cen

lury.

"Pussy Cat, Pussy Cat, Where Han
belongs to tbe reign ο
Queen Elisabeth. "Three Blind Mice'

You Been?"

first appeared in a music book date*
"A Freggie Would a-Woolnj
1609.
Go" was licensed to be sung aa fa
back as 1009. "Boys and Girls Comi
Out to Play" and "Lucy Locket Los
Her Pocket" both hall from the perlo*
of Charles II. And, last of all, "Cln
derella," "Jack the Giant Killer,1
"Bluebeard" and "Tom Thumb" wer
published by tbeir author, Charles Per

rault, In tbe year 1687.—London Nota
snd

Queries.

TO PBEVENT SKAM8 PUCKERING.

In making a soft silk skirt, it ia diffl
cult to stitch up the seams withou
puckering them. This is due to the fac
that the silk pulls and frays easily. If

of India linen is plaoed us
der each seam when it ia stitobed, th
will
seams
lay smooth and flat after bt
narrow

strip

ing pressed.

TO TAKE OCT MACHINE OIL.

few drops of ohloroform wil
remove machi ne oil from the flneet sen
ing, so completely that yon cannot nc
tice the place where the oil really wa
Place a piece of blol
on the garment.
ting paper on the under side of the spo
and e *op a little ohloroform on the spot

Just

a

Important,

"Dobbleday seems to think himself
Important person."

rery

"Why. be can't

corner

even

and wait for a

stand on a stree

trolley

car

eut putting on as many airs as
were

ham

wltb
If h

laying a cornerstone."—Blrmlnj
Age-Herald.

Hard to Beat.
"This." said the man of the boose a

be monrnfully surveyed three carpet
and ten rugs banging on the clothe*
Hue, "this Is a combination hard t
beat "-Princeton Tig*.

Palestine Children at Play.
to
Id Paiesliue, du always, according
Journal,
Chambers'
lu
bu
tor
tri
cou
•
bechildren's play Is mostly "making
Vou
lieve" that they are grown up.
six paying a
may see a mite of Ave or
visit of ceremony to α pasha of equalsuch comly teuder year», exchanging
1 pray
pliments with hioi as "liest.
la restyouf 'Way. he who sees you
barking out of hla
and

finally
ed!"
baud·
presence, while be gathers up
it on bis

sprinkles

fuis of dust and

lloidiug.u law court, with
is
melon seeds to represent the bribes,

head.

of
gauie. and so is a raid
fierce rneu from the desert. The sellIning of Joseph aud his subsequent
terviews with his brethren are renderAlso
ed with much dramatic action.
the afflictions of the man of Oz, with

a

popular

details, such as Job's wife cutting
off her hair and selling It for bread.
"Doing bride" is naturally tbe chief
amusement of the Moslem girl, as It
is the oue great event of her later life.

new

Dr. Johnson and Ghost·.

Dr. Johusou expressed himself with
characteristic caution and common
"It is
■enae on tbe subject of ghosts.
wonderful." he said, "that 5,000 years
hare now elapsed since tbe creation of
the world, and still It la undecided
whether or not there has ever been an
Instance of the spirit of any person
appearing after death." Yet the credibility of some stories of apparitions
can hardly be called in question. Edward FltzGerald waa far from being
■ superstitious man, and there Is a
etory of FltzGerald In a book called
"Tennyson and His Friends." He once
told some people "bow be had one
day clearly seen from outside his sister and ber children having tea In his
dining room. He then saw his sister
aa
quietly withdraw from the room ao

s*

F Mothers Only Knew (
By

<&/V. <Jj\AAA—

Nineteen-twentieths

ν

of the sickness of

litdren have two causes: constipation
id worm·!
under*
The danger of constipation U
kinds of
ood, but there are 50 different
and
arm· that may exist in the stomach
apt to
>wels, and children are especiallyworm·.
IV* them. Usually itotnachand pin

with

Signs of worms are: Indigestion, for
variable appetite; abnormal craving
swollen upper
reets; nausea and vomiting;
hard and
sour tongue; offensive breath;
and
belly with occasional gripings time
lins about the navel; face at one
the
ished, then pale and in a few cases
ce takes on a dull leaden hue; eyes
iavy and dull, twitching eyelids; itching
f the nose; itching of the rectum; short,
of the teeth; little
ry cough; grinding
d points sticking out on tongue; starting
tiring sleep; slow fever; pulse quickened
id irregular; body may be hot; and

a

REMINGTON
UMC

The Remington Cuh, fir,J
action hand, fer ih* bl*
fiOim»

A NEW

ften, in children, convulsions.
Rid the child of worms and you will
ive a healthy, happy child.

HIGH POWER RIFLE.The

NOTE—Dr. True's own prescription,
lid under the name of Dr. True's Elixir,
the best remedy in the world for worms.
: destroys all worm life, expels worms from
iebody and makes the child healthy again.
All dealers, 35c, 50c and $1.00.

lished More Than Forty Years Alîo is
a Safe Depositary for Your Money, and
a Convenient Place to Transact Any
Banking Business.

THE WANT AD.

It is of coarse impossible
to gauge the part the small
"want ad." plays In the life of to-

rately

day, but It Is a well known fact
that thousands depend upon It
for

employment

employer and
employee together bo method hu ever been evolved
that la anperlor to this.
For brin nine

—Printers' Ink.

safe

If you want anything; try

an

from

demulcent

The healing

duplicated
coughs and colds.

qualities

of

Tar Compound are
any other medicine for

Honey and
Foley'·
in
not

Any

substitute offer-

ed you Is an inferior article. Refuse to
accept it for it cannot produce the healing and aootbihg effect of Foley's Honey
Insist upon thr
genuine, which contains no opiates. A.
E. Shurtleff A Co., South Paris; S. Ε
Newell A Co., Paris.

and Tar

Compound.

"Was it a case of love at first sight?"
"I would hardly call it that. He did
not get his auto until a month after thejtbey met."

CAN'T AFFORD TO HAVE KIDNEY
TROUBLE.
No man with a family to support can
afford to have kidney
be fear it with such a

trouble, nor need
remedy at band as

Foley's Kidney Pills. An honest medicine, safe and reliable, costing little but
doing much good. Foley's Kidney Pills
eliminate backache and
rheumatism,
tone up the system and restore normal
action of kidneys and bladder. A. E.
Shurtleff A Co., South Paris; S. Ε Newell A

Co.,

Paris.

A woman likes to marry a man who
feels that he was born to command, just
to prove to blm that be wasn't.

Foley Kidney Pills cure obstinate cases
of kidney and bladder trouble, rheumatism and Inmbago, because they remove
the cause. You cannot take this honest
curative medicine into your system with
out getting the right results.
Try tiiem
A. E. Shurtleff A Co., South Paris ; S. Ε
Newell A Co., Paris.
"Why are you removing all
ing chair»?"

the

rock-

"Pa has sworn off on swearing, ami
we want to do all we cau to help him."
GET RID OF THE TORMENT OF

RHEUMATISM.

by ridding yourself

Tbat you

can do
Weak
cause.

and inactive kidof the
neys allow urio acid poisons to remain
in the blood and rheumatic pains swollen and aching joints follow. Take Fo
ley Kidney Pills to eaae you of the pain
and torment. They will positively and
permanently build up the kldnejs, restore their normal action and keep the
urlo aoid crystals out of the blood and
body. Try them. Α. Ε Shurtleff A
Co., South Paris; S. E. Newell & Co.,

Paris.

"There is

no

G. H.

PENLEY,

MANUFACTURER.
Farm

"but there

yms."

are an

ADENOIDS ARE A MENACE TO
CHILDREN.
Adenoids result from a succession of
colds In babies and young children
They spoil the mental and physical life
of a child. The condition tbat causes
them may easily be avoided by careful
parents. Quickly and thoroughly cure
all colds and throat irritations by the
use of Foley's Honey and Tar Compound, and adenoldu will not develop.
A. E. Shurtleff A Co., South Paris; S. E.
Newell A Co., Paris.
"Do you believe In Platonlo friend-

ship?" be asked.
"Not," she replied, "as long
is a chance for anything elae."

as

there

FACING A 8ERIOUS PROPOSITION.
The man or woman who has kidney
trouble is facing a serious proposition,
wbere grave complications readily follow
neglect. Foley Kidney Pills are an honest curative medicine that onoe taken
into your system mean restored kidney
and bladder action, and return of health
and strength. A. E. Shurtleff A Co.,
Sooth Paria; S. Ε. Newell A Co., Paria.

Orders

G. H.

·.

payable anywhere, at
cheaper than Pust Oil'.

.r

longer ignore

<i

THE NORWAY NATIONAL BANK

Shoeing
Jobbing.

Horse
and

rate of inteu

In view of these advantages and conveniences can
the need of doing your banking busi
with the Oldest and Strorgest National Bank in Ox

Dump Carts,

MAINE.

NORWAY,

OF

PENLEY,

South Paris, Maine.
NOTICE.

the District Court of tho United Statcn for th
District of Maine. In Uankruptcy.
)
the matter of
In Bankruptcy,
NORMAN C. McINNIS
of Mexico, Bankrupt. I
To the creditors of Norman Mclnnls, In the
ounty of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notice Is hereby given that on the 23rd day of
Mclnnla
uk· A. D. 1913, the said Norman
as duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the first
eetlng of his creditors will tie held at the oftlcr
r the Referee. No. 8 Market .Square, South Parle,
atnc, on the 10th day of Sept., A. D. 1913, at Id
clock In the forenoon, at which time the said
■editors may attend, prove their claims, appoint
trustee, examine the bankrupt, and transact
ich other business as may properly come be

}

SUMMER MILLINER)
FANCY GOODS

meeting.
South Paris, Aug. S3,1913.
WALTKR L. GRAY,
Referee in Bankruptcy.
I 36

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
m been duly appointed executor of the last
111 and testament of
FANNIE B.CHILDS late of Canton,
the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All persons having
onde as the law directs.
emands against the estate of said deceased an
cslred to present the same for settlement, and
II Indebted thereto are requested to make

syment Immediately.
GEORGE K. CII1LDS.
Aug. 19th,1913.
34-36

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby given notice that she
been duly appointed administratrix of the
state of
WALTER H. SWETT, late of Paris,
the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
onds as the law directs. All persons having
emands against the estate of snlitiilcccascd art
eslred to present the same for settlement, an>l
II Indebted thereto are requested to make pay
ent Immediately.
EVA P. S\VETT.
Aug. 19th, 1913.
i-36
is

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he ha"
ecn duly ap|>olnte<l executor of the last will
nd testament of
EVELYN A MANNING, late of Denmark,
the County of Oxford, deceased. All personc
ivlng demands against the estate of said de
iased arc desired to present the same for set
ement, and all Indebted thereto are requested t>
iake pavment Immediately.
ALLEN M. MANNING.
Aug. mil, 1913.
34-36

MES. L. C. SMILEY,
SOUTH PARIS. MAINE.

BOWKER BLOCK,

The Baldwin Refrigerators.
The Gold, Dry Air Kind

···-

The kind
Have

we

have sold for 15 years.

always given satisfaction.

PRICES $7.00, 8.50, 11.50, 14.50.
Call

Them

See

And

;

NOTICE.

The subscriber hereby gives notice that shi
been duly appointed administratrix d. b. η
t. a. of the estate of
ANNIE B. SWETT. late of Paris,
the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
onds as the law directs. All persons having de
unds against the estate of said deceased an
eslred to present the same for settlement, ami
11 Indebted thereto are requested to make pay
lent Immediately.
EVA F.8WETΓ.
Aug. 19th, 1913.
34-36
as

PROBATE NOTICES.
all persons Interested In either of the estater
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court, hel l at Rumford, In nn<l
>r the County of Oxford, on the ihlrd Tuen
ay of Aug., In the year of our Lord one thou
ind nine hundred and thirteen. The following
latter hiving been presented for the action
tereu|>on hereinafter Indicated, It is hereby
RDEREU;
thereof be given to all persons In
That
:reste<t, by causing a copy of this order to be
uhllshcd three weeks successively In the Ox
ml Democrat, a newspaper published at South
arts, In said County, that they may appear at η
robate Court to lie held at said I'arls, on the
tlrd Tuesday of Sept., A. D. 1S13, at 9 of tilt
ork In the forenoon, and be hjard thereon II
ley see cause.

notice

Alpheus Fuller late of Norway, deceased;
Btltlon for the appointment of Elmer L. Aldrlcli
some other suitable person as administrate·
p .he estate of said deceased, presented by said
lmer L. Aldrlcli, a nephew.
August* M. Estes late of Paris, deceased;
111 and petition for probate thereof présenté·!
γ Chester Η. Lane, Jr., the cxecutor therein
imed.

Susannah B. Ilammon late of Woodstock
eceased: will and petition for probate tbereol
resented by Elmer S. Hammon, the execntoi
lereln named.

Harriet M. Chaa· late of Peru,
nal account presented for allowance
Chase, executor.

deccase<l;
by George

Lyman J. Davis late of Woodstock, doceased ;
ret account presented for allowance by Jamei
Wright, administrator.
Lydla A. Kaksr late of Buckfleld, deceased ;
private accounts presented for allowby Alvln 8. Bessey, executor.

ret and
3ce

Charles W. Partridge late of Norway,
sceaaed; flnal account presented for allowance
f James L. Partridge and other, trustees unsr

the will of said deeeased.

Emma L. Hammond of Paris, ward ; petton for license to sell and convey real estate
resented by John R. Hammond, guardian.
Louise J. Gurney late of Sumner, deceased;
>urth account presented for al'owance by L.
I. Koblnson, trustee.
Ollvs G. Reed late of Mexico, deceased:
stltlon that John Reed of Roxbury be licensed
sell and convey real estate and distribute the
rooeeds presented
Mary L. Spoffonl et als,
visées residing In different states.

by

Christina W. C. Budden late of Noi way,
«eased; flnal account presented for allowance
t Eugene F. Smith, executor.

Rupert

Thompson of Lovell, ward;
itltlon for licence to sell and convey real estate
resented by Gustle T. Elliot, guardian.

SOUTH PARIS, ME.

35 MARKET SQ.UARE,

'Phone, 19-21.

Cut Flowers

ALBERT D. PARK, Register.

ι

Plants

At the Greenhouse,

E. P.

CROCKETT,

SOUTH

FLORIST.
MAINE.

PARIS,

Neponset Paroid Roofing.
Warm in Winter
Cool in Summer
Costs Less Than Metal
Wears

Sold by L. S.

Longer Than Shingles.

Billings, South Paris.
STANDARD
SEWING
MACHINES.
Send for Catalogue.

L.

DDI80N E. HERRICK, Judge of said Court.
A true oopy—Attest:

-36

Bolster Co,

Dayton

N.

ο

awful lot of synon-

Sage.
"Maybe not," replied the Grouch,

the

Money

cent to fifteen cents

good

service

County ?

Franc·· A Clark late of Hiram, deceased;
nal account presented by Nettle Foes, admin
tratrlx.

fall,"

one

to net a

times

agil

towns

any

Wagons,

George R.Hammond late of Paris,deceased ;
etltloned for an allowance out of personal es
ite presenten by Emma L. Hammon.

as

We issue

prices

water

and draw checks on all the ;
and cities of the world in the currency >i
country on which drawn. We telegraph money to an\
of the world, and issue Travelers' Cheques which are >
identifying and can be readily cashed anywhere.

pal

said

such word

county, railroad,

Express Money Orders,

ire said

All fatiltK may l>e forgiven of blm
wh<· has jn»rfect candor.

municipal,

ad.

In our columns.

many Germau families owe their title
of nobility to an ancestor having built
a fine house.

In this world it le not wnat we uise
up. bnt whnt we give up. that make*
us rieh.
Henry Wnrd Beecher.

If you have money to invest this bank !

bonds for sale at

Whenever he heard of a rich mer
ere.
chant settling in the capital he ordere#
him to build a residence in keeping
If the merchant
with his wealth.
obeyed he was duly rewarded, and

body's.

If you do not have a checking account we suggest that
you open one with this Bank and enjoy the convenient
which one possesses. Your money is safer here than
home or in your pockct ; you can always make the exact
change when paying bills by chcck ; the check serves as
receipt and saves paying bills the second time ; there is r
15. :.
expense to you in carrying on an account, as the
furnishes free of charge everything necessary. These in
only a few of many reasons why you should open a
checking acount with this Strong National Bank.

accu-

BeHin'o Pelaoee.
Berlin owes its palaces and many of
its finest buildings to Frederick William I. That monarch had a passion
for building and transmitted it to oth

than when she was childish."—Every

Strong National Bank Lta

This

ding. On the wedding day the couple find a rope barrlug their way after
they leuve the church, and they are
not allowed to pass until they have
sawed In two the knotty log lying
The inhabitants of
upon the horse.
the town gather around to watch the
sawing, which is supposed to show
whether or not the couple will pull
well together.—Popular Mechanics.

When 1
"I am eleven years old.
three I had the scarlet fever. AfteJ
that I had mumps, measels and whoop
ing cough, soon a great dane Jumped
and bit my face and then I fell off of
a ladder aud broke my arm. Mother
say β boys have much better times now

τ»

—Ml· —

8aw Wood After the Wedding.
of the small towns hi Europe
wedding customs
distinctive
have
which must be observed, and of these
the old mountain town of Wlldermann,
In Germany, claims one that is particularly interesting and quaint On
the day before the wedding the young
men interested in the couple place a
sawhorse on the top of the house
where the bride is lodging, usually
upou a chimney, and tbe bridegroom
has to take It down before the wed-

was

a

»

Mauy

youthful autobiography:

shooting fraternity

«II ove. tK,
very considerable number f
Remington-UMC utera who want a Remington.UMC ·!
action repeater in a high power model— one heavy enough for practicalj
is found on thia continent
any type of game that
The anawer to thia demand ia the new Remington-UMC ΗΐχΚ Pc**r
Slide Action Repeating Rifle. During the few months these rtfrs «·,
been on the market, aeveral hundred of them have been put into us-».
The teatimony of the owners ia that they are emphatically a «υ.
or will ft
,,....
Your Remington-UMC dealer Ku theae repeating riflee in stock
Doo't buy a high power repeater uruil you bare »e«n it. It ι· the gun/
299
4
N*w V .,t
Co.
Bruedway.
Metallic
Cartridge
Arme-Union
Reailogton

don Mall.

Hi· Thrilling Experiono·.

Remington-UMC Slide Action Repeater

b 1 1 lNG in touch with the
1 country, aa we do, we find

At that
not to disturb tbe children.
moment she died In Norfolk."—Lon-

The following Is an extract from a

•Ψ

W. J.

WHEELER & CO.,
South Pari*.

